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The Technical Report Series of the Science Education CenietUniversity
of Iowa.,,:was establiehed.by,action of the faculty during 1973.. The
series Provides 06echanism for communicating results Pf.research,.'
developmental prOjects,:ane philosophical investigations to others

in Science Education. TherePorts include details and supporting information
\ :
not often included in publications in national journals.
.

Authors.of technical reports include thefaculty, adVanced graduate
studentsalumni;:and.friends of science education at Iowa. 'Technical
reporteare distributed to all major SCiende EauCation Centers in the
Reports are also generally available upon request for
United" States.
the 'cost of packaging and mailing.

-

4.

.Major prdgrams centered in Science Education at the University of
Science Foundations, a-core course in Liberal
IoWa include the folldWing:
Atts..for undergraduates in education; a special .concentration.in science
for elementary eduCation pajors;,an undergraduate and a graduate sequence
for, elementary education majors; an undergraduate and a graduate sequence
in the history and philosophy of science; a general 'science major in
Liberal Arts, including five emphases for secondary science teaching
(biology, chemistry, earth sciedce,:environmental studies, and.physics);
Iowa.:-UPSTEP, a model'sixyear sequence for preparing new science teachers
at the eecondary leVel; undetgraduataapdgraduate.programs in environmental
° studies; Iowa-ASSIST, a statewide. curriculum implementation program
for in-service.. teadhers; SUP, a summer and altdemic year.program series
for highly interested and motivated secondary. School student's; self-.
instructiontoaterials,'including computerased programa.

Major research thrusts at Iowa not reflected'in the listing of special
piagetian Developmental Psycho ogy, Classroom Interaction
programs inclUde
StUdies, Teacher. Skills and Attitudinal St diee,: IfeCtsof Individual Differenceslon Learning.Science, PhiioiophiCal tudiea, and Simulation Methods.~
- .Information concerning the,Technical Report Series - can be received

by contacting the Science Education Librarian, Mom 470, Science Education
Center, :lihiveraity_of Iowa, Iowa City, IcoWa 52242,' Lists of dissertation'
and thesis reporis areaVailable..Alio, Field Service, Reports, Special
Iowa-ASSISTAlepotts,..Epecial Reports- concerning Sciende Education Center,
Programs, reports of faculty.regearch, and material describing the
various facets of:ihe programs. at Iowa are available from the same sources

SinCe the primary functionof the Technical Reports Series is communication,
-coMMepts frot you and other consumers of the'series are solicited;
.

.

Robert'E,'Yagei,- Coordinatoi
Science Education Center
University of Iowa, 7
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PREFACE

This report describes a partial evaluation of the Iowa UPSTEP model in its
.various phases since it was originally-funded.in 1970.

The first phase, funded

until 1975 by the National Science Foundation under.the.Und rgraddate Pre-Serng a model science
vice Teacher-Education Program'(UPSTEP), called for develop
teacher education program.

The second.phase, fdnded in 197.

for 3 years and

.7

later extended to five years,. emphasizes the development an

formative evalua-

tion of modules concerriing program fe4tures.
.

Faculty members involved in the.UPSTEP effort have included Vincent N.

Sharp;
Lunetta, Director; George'Cossman;-John Penick;. Edward'PizZ ni;.William
!

LeoSmigelski; Ronald Townsend; and Robert Yager.

Graduate Assistants involved

Bonstettor;
in the evaluation effort have included Sandra Pellens; BilYKyle; Ron

Mike Wavering; and Kathleen Filkins.
4

Introduction
Numerous science curriculum, projects have:come-andvgone-over-tht-past
twenty years.

Many of these curricula were well - planned, supported, and publi-

cized4 few, however, have had the impact that was expected.
by federal, state

Whether finahced

or private monies; whether innovative_or traditional, hard-

cover or soft,,all seem to have met a similar fate:
changed but the'material

in the classroom little

.

Many science educators identified the problem immediately--the teacher.

Millions of dollars then went into inserviceteacher education efforts which,
in the long runi- didn't provide.much impact.

To surmount this problem, several

curricula were designedspecifiCally to be "teacher-proof".

Several of these

succeeded to some extent'by moving the teacher into a managerial role. .Most
met the same ignominious' fate as prior curriculum efforts.
Gradually it.became apparent that changing the, curriculum did.judt that

and nothing more; to change classroom practices and attitudes, teachers had:to
4
'

be reaChed early and involVed in a major way.

Teacher-education efforts bega

shifting from inservice toward preservice education.. Along with this new focus
\

came new monies for developing pres\ervice teacher education programs.

Some of

this money, 'from the National Science Foundation, was awarded to the University!

of Iowa Science Education Center in.1970.

Science Teacher Education
conventional teacher edudation programs, professional courses in tea.

ehinghave always followed the major portion of the students' college career.
ese conventional programs provide for little

if any

formal interaction

2

between the professional education sequence and the course in the students'
major science area.

In fact, students were prevented by the program structure

from pursuing these interests simultaneously.

They could not formally pursue

science related activities with children until late in their college career;,
and.the full seMester. of student teaching during the senior year precluded con-

current workin a scientific area of interest at that time.

The original UPSTEP

program in 1970 looked like a rather well-enhanced, clinically oriented, but eon.,

.ventional.teacher.education program.
UPSTEP .was co

11111

k,

tted to identifying and recruiting science oriented students

into teaching.at the highschool or early college level.

This early recruitment

would allow secondary science majors the benefit of selecting their major field
o; study early and taking advantage of more opportunities in science education.
Individual' UPSTEP courses were designed to allow and facilitate .'Interaction
.

in the pubamong students early In the program and involved cooperating"teachers
..

lic schools as full collaborators in their education.

Specie' effort was taken

to see that UPSTEP students were competent in the use of the new science'curricula developed for the students of the 60's and 70's.

Part ,of this competence

involved early clinical experience in a variety of settings, including elementary
junior high, and tigh school.

Yager (NSF Proposal, 1970) identified some of the original objectives for
Iowa-UPSTEP as,follows:

Recruitmento recruit science-oriented high school students into a
science teacher preservlce pro-gram by means. of promotional films,
video-tapes, faculty visits,.brochures,.questionnaires and with the
cooperation of local school administrators, science supervisors, and

science teachers.
2 .

Counseling:

To establish science education facult

members at the

University of Iowa as special advisors for the five year program to
guide the UPSTEP participants through an undergraduate program for
modern'science teachers.
to teach
3.' Trial Teaching: To give-UPSTEP-participants-the-opportunity
elementary,
,junior
high,
high
shoat sequences of science courses at
school, and college levels early in their college careers.
.4.

Science Proficiency:
which includes:

To determine a program for UPSTEP participants

a thorough college level study of a major science area;
correlative studies in other areas of science and mathematics
sufficient for later pursuit of.graduate work;
courses designed around historical, cultural, philosophical, and
c
economic aspects of science;
a substantial research project in the major science field;
d.
culminating courses which synthesize the content of a major field
e.
that will exemplify-the modern secondary programs.
'Cognitive Development: To acquaint the preservice science teachers
with cognitive development of students in logical reasoning tasks associated with science by'both classroom discussion and personal interviews
a.
b.

5.

with students.
6.

New Science Curricula: To involve preservice science teachers in training program; for the science curriculum reforms--first as participants
and then as instructors.

Theoriginal director believed that_ these objectives would leadto a tea`cher education program that would produce teachers which would:
l.' maintain currentness in content and practices
2.

be adaptable

3.

be able to select and develop instructional materials relevant to the
individual student and the modern world

.

5.

have positive attitAdes toward science teaching
fill deficit areas in junior high science, physics, chemistry and
biqlogy.

6.

be prOficient in diagnosis and reMediation.

Since all of these activities involve a great deal of faculty support and staff
time, it was also hoped that barriers between UPSTEP students and UPSTEP faculty

could be broken down, providing students with a more professional feeling and
Closer-involvement also allowed- faculty- members

roItrIn their own educatipn.

to effectively model appropriate classroom behaviors.,
The science teacher. Preparation prOgram at the University of IoWa,like

During the past

many other programs, has been.evolving for a, number of years.

rapid
four or five years, though, the process at Iowa has been noticeably more

than before..

-

educeThese changes, stimulated by student, teachers, university science
s,
changed
tors, and a 'substantial grant from the National Science FoUndation, has
scienci

the original Iowa progam into a four4year,
tedeltr preparation.program..1
.A.

'The general trend. in the Original UPSTEP program at the University of Iowa
,

*asto expand the science major throughout the four year& and to movj gome of

to

professional.educatAon fromthe senioyea, back into earlier years, provi-

education.,
ding opportunities for simultaneous work in'-:hOth science' professional
.

.

UFSTEP proBy I975i'thia expanSion and movement; was Virtually completed and the
.

,.

graM had matured to the point that changes now tend.to be within individual

.program components rather thah sweeping across the)proad
,
.

scdPe' of the total prci."4..

N.

.

gram.

.

.

.

.

A

in that'our students are being proTOwsUPSTEP is now.a fouryear program
w

that. convided with.relevant Science education experiences in the freshmen year
.

.
..;

tinue throughout,their:undergradliate years.

Providing undergraduate students

Opportunities to deal with some of the realities of Acienc gaching
4
e
change
allows theta to Make-equally early commitments. to science education or to

with.

their career goals.

process b.4.dlo encourages
Early entry into the Science teacher preparation

which'seem necessary in

long-term student-facultire/ationships--relatIonships
teachers." Student.Who spread
helping students become more competent science
science
four years are also finding that
their prOfessional pr p ration over all
1
.

courses are becoming a mor

tegral and important part of their total prosram.

the development of indiThe ultimate goal. of Iow.A4.IPSTEP is, facilitating
N$1T

for.teaching science and the
vidual teachers who have a signiftcant rationale
ability to apply that rationale int,,a classroom setting.

The rationale is essen-

dynamic, simultaneous interaction of all of
tially a conceptualization of the
the following:
1.

education;
teacher, student and societal goals for science

2i,

why science should be taught;

i

3. .what science must be. learned;
4.

the nature of science;

5:

the nature of children and learning;

6.

consistent with
how to facilitate learning in science in a manner
science;
what is known about children, lea-ning,_and

classroom cliMates
how personally to assess, evaluate, and change
stated goals.
and strategits to SChieve progress toward

must have a research-supported
In the Iowa-UPSTEP model, such A rationale
research. Statements inclubase; it must be defensible in terms of current
"I tried it and it didn't work",
ding "I believe ... ", "They say. ...", or even
supporting evidence for a teacher's
are considered as relevant but not adequate
rationale.

rationale and skills the
To faceitate developing the preservice teacher's

13

current Iowa-UPSTEP program integrates the professional education sequence
with the total undergraduate program.

This professional sequence provides

seminars each academic term and includes at least three different clinical
experiences.

The current UPSTEP professional program sequence is

FRESHMAN YEAR -- In the fall, evening seminars and occasional social events
introduce incoming students to the. University and to issues in science and
education:
e.

Halt of these early seminars involve scientists discussing thelr

personal evolUtion as scientists as well as their views about the nature of
science and science-teaching.

During alternate weeks the students discuss

.issues in science'and educationwhile becoming aware of,communication skills
_

-

and grouli processes.
-

Participating in an elementary school science classroom occupies a por.tion-Of the spring term for-freshMen.

Along with this clinical experience,

students attend A weeklyselinar deSigned to makeAhe experience-more produc-/
tive for both the children involved and,..the UPSTEP student.

Seminar activi-

InClude working with materials from;activity-centered .curricula, discus.

sing-field'experiences, talking with classroom teachers and other professionals,

disCussingOhild development and relevant learning, heory, and probing the
basic question of, "What is science and how do I teach it?"
During these two semesters, UPSTEP sttdents are strongly encouraged to
examine their career goals.

Following the elementary_ clinical experienCe, a

udents may decide that pursuing a degree in elementary education is their
goal while others may make decisions involving careers totally removed from education.'

The Spring semester of each year also provides an optional UPSTEP seminar
ti.

14

.once every other week.

science
These seminars introduce interested science and

science and
educatiohmajors to a variety of speakers' from the broad field of

majors with UPSTEP sti/dents.
allow for close interaction of non - teaching. science
introducini student to more
SOPHOMORE YEAR -- The second UPSTEP fall begins by
4
*formal issues in secondary school teaching and learning.

An optional clinical

"During this term studenps
experience is taken concurrently by Some student6.
political, and cultural issues and their'
are critically looking at historical,
effects on education and teaching.

Along withfthese buman-aspects, -UPSTEP

students are experiencing a variety of CreatiVeedudatio?lal'alternatives-While

examining,personal goals and valuei re3Ating,fO'eduCation.
and an optional
During this same year, stndents,itudy education psychology
UPSTEP clinical experience is alpin encouraged.

During this time students be-

e

and Science in Historical
gin a two-course sequence in the Meaning of. Science
of science.
.Perspective'designed to focus attention on the nature and processes
having had several opportuJUNIOR YEAR -- By the jnnior year UPSTEP students,
deeply,coMmitted to science teaching.
nities to make career decisiohs, are
of intensive
Capitalizing, on this commitment are two successive semesters
methods seminars.

clinical experThe fiTst of these provides a fifteen-week

and evaluating a self-instrucience and three hour weekly seminars on developing
in children, prepartional module, assessing levels'of'intellectual development
ing case studies

and

relations-skills,
'individualizing instruction,' developing human

science.
exploring-teachingstrategies appropriate to conceptual learning in

actively involved in a Self-InDuring this time the UPSTEP students are also
assistance for
strnctional Laboratory which provides models, resources, and

/".

15

jf

designing and p4odacing self-instructional materials.

The secondjunior year methods seminarprovides opportunities to explore
juld.interact wit a variety of science.curricula.while further developing science

teaching,goeasandstrategies. _These teaching goals and strategies, in combina.

tion with prior asPeCts of the UPSTEF:programi-enable students to put together,
for the. fi* time,-a thorough, research -based rationale for teaching-science.,
This rationale,-including goals for science students,-the nature of science,-

how children learn, and teaching strategies, is followed by UPSTEP students during

four-days of videotaped teaching session in a,junior high school.

After these

sessions, students learn techniques of rationale-based self-assessment, evalua-

tion

and revision which they,can profitably use without help.

SUMMER .PROGRAM: -- The summer prOgram is an extremely valuable part .of'this Iowa.

UPSTEP program-.

.-.

Designed to break down preservice-inserVice barriers, the program

provides two major options for students.

UPSTEP stuqents can be found working;

as teacher interns or counselors in various activities of the Iowa Sipndary
Science Training Program (working on campus or on extended field trips to natural
areas) or serving as staff in the UPSTEP Summer Curriculum Revision Workshops
s.

for'teachers.

These workshops, held in a local community, generally consist of

two weeks of intensive effort designed to produce a usable end product -- a curriculum designed by and for the teachers in that community.

The underlying goals

of the workshops are identical with the overall UPSTEP program goals.

SENIOR YEAR -- At this time, teacher interns are participating iniadvanced clinical experiences that are similar to traditional student teaching.

Although UPSTEP

students assume responsibility for planning and teaching secondary science classes

always the usual allunder the supervision of a cooperating teacher, this is not

dayN11-semester. experience,

The advanced experience may continue at a reduced

with selected teaching experiences
pace throughout two semesters and it may be paired
in classes for UPSTEP underclassmen.

USing ilinical experiences during a four-year teacher education program pro,

andintimacy-of
vides a convenient means of combining the skills, perspective,
classroom.
the university enrollment with the realism of the public school

The

people in divers
UPSTEP four-year program permits a variety of experiences with
science.
environments with complementary experiences leading to proficiency in
who wish to ex`While providing a variety of entry and exit points for students

attitude and beplore teaching as a career alternative: UPSTEP also facilitates

lavior-changes which are appropriate'for effective.teaching.

The IOwarUPSTEP

received national and
program is a unique model in teacher education that has
international recognition.

TABLE 1

Program
Clock Hours Associated with.Components of Iowa-UPSTEP
Clinical
Seminar' 0

Freshman Seminar

22.5..

Freshman Clinical ExperienCe

20

Intro. to Secondary.SchOol
Teaching

37.5'

Educational Psychology

37..5

.,0

Methods I

37.5.

75

Methods II

60

'12

Student.Teaching

30

375

245

507

TOTAL Clock Hours:

752

17

45.

0

.10

IowaA major portion of the 1975.NatiOnal Science Foundation.aWard to the
.

UPSTEP progxam`is for the Aeveloitent of teacher education,m6dtles fqr use by
other institutions.

A number of these teacher education modules have bben prin.

ted in trial editions and are currently being field tested in several institu
:91

A° complete list of UPSTEP

modLes -and

.

,

n .

publications can be _ found in Appendix A.
e

discussion of the evaluation of modules will appear in thYs paper.
r

.Upstep Program Evaluatibir,

in
The set of conditions that,initiallY stimulateduthe need for Iowa-UPSTEP
1968 g-has changed many times inwthe eight years ofA.development and operation. ,AbN

characteristics remain;
ethough tche demands for scieRqe teachers has decreaSed, some

a large
namely, 1) the ,prolAems related toc4teacher education prograft embeddedin
;

inStitutiorrwkith7'early identification of
0,

academic

'

ficult; 2) number of,science education-students ar

potential

:students,

is dif-

malll 30 institutionally, unu

dergraduate teacher.education has .a relatively low priority; 4) the rewar4,system
0

encourages 'activities other than teacher education program developm

tation, and- evaluation;. and 5) enrollment in public school
and. shl:fting':toward junior -high sChool. - In such a milieu,
ted to develop, a program model which reflects a variety of

t

t,. implemen-

scien egs-decreasing

Iowa-

STEP has attempA

external influences

and delineates the roles; of the players. involved.

the model reIt was:ObviouSearly in the deTelopment of Iowa-UPSIEP that
..quired a dynaMiC aspe

:.chl'Wpul6Teflect theChangiftg

edsof'teacher edu-

cation as well as the futuristic demands of Ameiican eduction

Jensen (1971)"

1) integration b.etweencourses o
found that the traditional program'at Iowalacked
0.
1

classroom,
' ih the program, 2) concern with the real world --,the public school
.

7

and progressive.
Ay
and 3) cohtempgrary'ideas%and materials, i.e.0new curriduld
s.
dOlomOn (1971) explored methods'bOurses 'and stUdeht teaching at the

prodphes.

.

,

University Of. Iowa priem-to the development of UPSTEP and found that preservice'
experienaes affect studepf, attitudes, philosophies, and self-conqept.

Pizzini

toward science im(1973) found that UPSTEP students' self-concept and.aftitude
,r
,.

6.

.

,

proved considerably more than 4-similar group of non-UPSTEP students:

Phillips

experiehde, UPSTEP students

(1976) found.that aftei'the first freshmap

agter.asimilgr
were more humanistic than otner:.elementiry'Or sebondary=istudents

Since 1975, systematic collection of data from.varigus aspects'of the UPSTEP
program has been uhderwdy.

clude profiles of UPST

These ddirit, on students an& c9oprating teachers:,

'students, attitude surveyirof enrolled Studegts,.the

Multidimensional Asgessment cd' Philbilophy of Education (MAP4),. follow-up surveys

claSsrooth visits with.paq graduates,
,"
,:
Each of these will be'dealt
*Iseacherst.
cogperating

of past graduates, audio-tapes `- video-tapes
,

k

and biographical inOrmatkoh on

1

i

within separate sections of this'eepvt.'
evolving
With all 'of thes4 data :,it must be'remembaX.ed that Ioya=UPSTEP.is an
program whiCh produced' Itsfirst graduatesIn May,.1975.7.
i.

$

of 1'980
Sinberapid Pkogram ev4ution,continued thrOugh 1976;'the graduates

shodid more clearly'lreflict the success of the UPSTEP program.

The Biographical Form Por'Cooperating Teachers :is distrfbuted to all elemen-'

tarrand secondary cooperating teachers who cont?ibute to the UPSTEP program.

This

provides informati n which aids in successfully,matChing student teachers to the'
..

.

,

'

special interests a d ex'periences of the cooperating teacheNg.
,

.

1

,

'

(...'1 .'

a

-12

In an effective teacher education program, prospective teachers must be pro-

vided

expertise, and experience necessary for becoming a sue-

it1 the".k.nowle

cessful teacher ".

,.

Cooperating" teachers are essential /to the UPS'AP program,. and

proper,communications are essential to achieve the gbals of the program.

Optimuts

4

communication-is

ecessarily based upon understanding,.and the date:collected here

will help to promote that understanding.
.

As is

.

R

.

t from Table 2, the .UPSTEP Cooperating-teachers are mature, -*),
\

and represent a variety of experiences.

No 'speciiit cognitive or

.
.

al.data have as yet been collected from coOperating;teachers.

TABLE 2
SUMMARY DATA FOR
,

UPSTEP.COOPERATING.TEACHES ,

:

21-4111VPri
Teachers..

Average Age

,

Secondary
Teachers.

(N=12)

(N=31)

34.7

39.7

Highest begree
, Bachelors
Masters

Average Teaching Experience

5

4

7

27

10 yrs.

15 "tyrs'.-

,percent with experience in:.
6
61
89

100
14
114

Average Semester Hrs. Completed in:
Education.

54.2'

Life Science
Earth Science.
Chemistry
Physics

16.0
5.7.

3.2
1:2_

.

46.8
44.7
16.8
18.8
13.2

(MAPE).--(GueAin,
The Multidimensional Aste'ssment of Philosophy of Education

Of the freshman clinical
1973) has bden administered to students at the beginning
experience since the Fall, 1975 semester.
to thit parti

The MAPE instrument was administered

them with early feedback
ar class of students in order to provide

regading theirphilosophies of education.

Beginning with the Fall, 1976 semester,

theirsecond.methodscourse.

AIAPE'l.has also been'administered to students in

MAPE'hat been administereeat the end of student teaching.

*ince

Finally,

Ideally,

2

on'the MAPE sub-i
this Proyidee etOents the opportunity to compare their scores
4'

have occurred.
A
scales and assess' for.themselves.changes which
.

dimensions of
.:MARE supplies scOres:On_six tub-scaleftrepresenting major
a'person s teaching philosophy.
1.

These sub-scales are

CLASSROOM. CLIMATE

Unstructured (high. score)

management of the classroom..
Dedicated to flexible and personalised
Instead of
Liberal in view of what should go on in the classroom.
procedures
regimenting a class'by imProving rules, and curriculum
personal skills are employed to maximize pupil expression.
Controlling (low. score)
4

get

Views on disciControlling and punitive in managing the classroom.
consideratiOn special
pline are conservative. 'Instead of taking into
to rules.
circumstances, justice prevails as demanded by acommitment
INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES

Acknowledges (high score)
about people
Full recognition of the individual underlies decisions
people's unique
and interaction with them. Liberal in accepting
for them. The
characteristici and letting those enter expectancies
right for him rather
nature of the-individual should establish what is
than depending upon conventional expectatans.

14-

Ignores (low score)
People are expected to come up to fixed standards of excellence.

Pres-

sure 'Should be'kept on pupils to reach minimum standards rather than

let them set their own goals of competence.

TEACHING STYLE
Personal (high score)
Dedicated to personalized teaching.

Liberal view of education with

the teacher as the essential ingredient.

Opposed to tutorial materials,

that relegate the teacher to seconaary importance.

Rejecting of mechan-

ical techniques.

Impersonal (low score)
Conservative view of education as acquisition of knowledge.
on learning the three R's.

Emphasis

Pupils should be constantly confronted with

subject contentrather than provided with interesting diversions.
4.

LEARNING EMPHASIS
Social (high score)

Course content is regarded as useless unless it has social relevance.

A liberal perception of education as the process of pupils exploring
their own interests.

General curriculum procedures and textbooks are

viewed with suspicion because they reduce the pursuit of interests and
eliminate interaction of pupils.
Textbook (low score)

Conservative view of education as accumulation of numerous'factsass
time is:too valuable to spend on having fun or plying
The pupil must be bombarded constantly-with

Textbooks are
4

important and the printed word is revered.

PROCEDURES AND PLANNING
Utilizes (high score)
Utilizes planning and special procedures as much as possible.
ally supportive of the educational enterprises.

Gener-

Belief that careful

15

,

.

preparation and objective procedures areessential for the,edUcational
Dependent'upon structure and benchmarks,:

Ready'acceptance

of prodedures'worked..out by others. .
1

Distrusts -(1-6w sCore);

`Distrust and reject special educational procedures and planning\ Instead of depending upon detailed leson plans and standardized t\7ts,
.

interpersona/ skills should be emplOyed to.assess and teach according
to the teacher's wish.

Such procedures are regarded as intrusions in-

to the teacher's domain.

TAORETICAL BASE
Idealistic (high score).
Emphasis .on ideals and unrealistic gOals.

Principled and self-sacrificing

-impractical but they are adhered to
IP

when necessary.

Idealistic principles often

Intolerant of those who pursue selfish goals.

Pragmatic (low score)
A pragmatic approach to life leads to viewing the educational establishand pet
nent,critically. Rather than depending, upon cherished beliefs
theories of others there is a clear need to do things his own way. Aware
of personal opportunities and ready_to do what is necessary to be successful. Administrators and test conptructors with behind-the-scenes experience have more reason to be critical ot even the very procedures they
:

employ and may score low.

Norms are given which indiciate,hort far e.a.c4- student's scores
.

.

from

the average, but no. judgement is implied that .t-he'-average position is.desirable.

The aUthors.of MAPE expect teachers.and preservice teachers toshow.individual
differences.

They are therefore, not expected:to.be average.in each category.
.

Each individual student receives a prited output which consists of a proof percentile scores and, a row of correspondingdtandard-scores.

Students

, also receive a statement regarding validity and a computer generated narrative

which is printed out-according to the information provided by the six sub-scale
scores.

The information obtained from the MAPE instrument has provided students
with very important and essential information,regarding their educational philosophies.

It has proven to be beneficial for students encountering their first

field experience in education to be providedsuch information; so that-they can
evsluatetheir performance in the classroom as early as is possible.
students

Methods

en provided with a means of measuring attitudinal changes--sote.

thing which they often find difficult.to assess for themselves.

MAPE results

seem to reinforce their-awareness of the changes which have occurred.
Results of the MAPE scoring. (Figure 1) indicate that students; ntering the

freshman program havemean scores not appreciably different, than students a year
later in the second methods course.
though.

The xge of responses is of importance, '

'The'beginning stlidentb show a wide variety of responses while methods

students are more clustered in their beliefs on most of the Scales.

Personal

teaching style scores indicate, methods students are also much more aware themselves in the classroom and are less concerned, with the acquisition of knowledge

than are the freshman students.

An interesting, difference occurs in the social-

.

textbook learning scale.

Methods students somehow manage to cover a broad range

from liberal to conservative with the same basic teaching style:

This maybe an

indication of their flexibility or it may reflect their confusion and search for
a complete rationale.

While the MAPE is now routinely administered to student teachers, difficulties with external computer scoring have provided us with na data for 1978.

9

Figure 1

Mean Centile Scores 'and Ranges for Freshman Clinical Experience, (A) and
Second Methods Course (B)
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PREFACE

This report describes a partial evaluation of the Iowa UPSTEP model in its
.various phases since it was originally-funded.in 1970.

The first phase, funded

until 1975 by the National Science Foundation under.the.Und rgraduate Pre-Ser"

ng a model science
vice Teacher-Education Program'(UPSTEP), called for develop
teacher education program.

for 3 years and

The second.phase, fdnded in 197
7

formative evalua-

an
later extended to five years,. emphasizes the development
tion of modules concerriing program fe4tures.

Faculty members involved in theUPSTEPeffort have inOuded Vincent N.

Sharp;
1
Lunetta, Director; George'CossmanohnPenick; EdWard'PizZni;WIlliam
i

Leo.SMigelski; Ronald Townsend; and Robert Yager.

.

Graduate Assistants involved

Bonstettor;
in the evaluation effort have included Sandra Pellens; Bilyle; Ron

Mike Wavering; and Kathleen Filkins.
4

Introduction
Numerous science curriculum, projects havetome-anavgone-over-the-past
twenty years.

Many of these curricula were well - planned, supported, and publi.

.

cized4 few, however, have had the impact that was expected.
by federal, state

Whether finahcea.

or private monies; whether innovative_or traditional, hard-

cover or soft, all seem to have met a similar fate:

in the classroom little

changed but the`` materials.

Many science educators identified the problem immediately--the teacher.

Millions of dollars'then went into inservice teacher education efforts which,
in the long run, didriq provide much impact.

To surmoun t this problem, several

curricula were designed\specifically to be "teacher-proof".

Several of these

succeeded to some extent'by moving the teacher into a managerial role.

Most

met the same ignominious' fete as prior curriculUm efforts.

Gradually it became apparent that changing the, curriculum did jut that

and nothing more; to change OT.ssroom practices and attitudes, teachers had to
be'reSbhed early and involved in a major way.

Teacher - education efforts bega

shifting from inservice toward preservice education.. Along with this new focus

\
came new monies for developing prervice teacher education programs.

Some of

this money, 'from the National Science Foundation, was awarded to the University!.
-

,

of Iowa Science Education Center in.1970.

Science Teacher Education
conventional teacher edudation programs, professional courses in tea.

ohinghaVe always followed the major portion of the students' college Career.
ese conventional programs provide for little

if any, .formal interaction

2

between the professional education sequence and the course in the students'
major science area.

In fact, students were prevented by the program structure

from pursuing these interests simultaneously.

They could not formally pursue

science related activities with children until late in their college career;,
and.the full seiester. of student teaching during the senior year precluded con-

current workin a scientific area of interest at that time.

The original UPSTEP

program in 1970 looked like a rather well-enhanced, clinically oriented, but Con-.

vsntionalteacher.education program.

k,

UPSTEP was con tted to identifying and recruiting science oriented students'
into teaching.at the high school or early college level.

This early recruitment

would allow secondary science majors the benefit of selecting their major field
o

study early and taking adVantage of more opportunities in science education.

Individual' UPSTEP courses were designed to allow and fabilitate:interaction

in the pubAmong students-early In the program and involved cooperating"teachers
lic schools as full collaborators in their education.

Special effort was taken

to see that UPSTEP students were competent in the use of the new science'curri-

cula developed for the students of the 60's and 70's.

Part ;of this competence

involved early clinical experience in a variety of settings, including elementary,
junior high, apilhigh school.

Yager (NSF Proposal, 1970) identified some of the original objectives for.

Recruitmentk, 'To recruit science-oriented high school students into a
science teacher preservice prOgram by means. of promotional films,
video-tapes, faculty visits,.brochures,,questionnaires and with the
cooperation of local school administrators, science supervisors, and
science teachers.
faculti members at the
Counseling: To establish science education

University of Iowa as special advisors for the five year program to
guide the UPSTEP participants through an undergraduate program for
modern'science teachers.
Trial Teaching: To give-UPSTEP-participants-the-opportunity to teach
short' sequences of science courses at elementary, ,junior high, high
school, and college levels early in their college careers.

3.

Science Proficiency:
which includes:

,4.

a.
b..

c.

d.
e.

5.

.

To determine a program for UPSTEP participants

a thorough college level study of a major science area';
correlative studies in other areas of science and mathematics
sufficient for later pursuit of.graduate work;
courses designed around historical, cultural, philosophical, and
economic aspects of science;
a substantial research project in the major science field;
culminating courses which synthesize the content of a major field-7!*
that will exemplify-the modern secondary programs.

To acquaint the preservice science teachers
'Cognitive Development:
with cognitive development of students in logical reasoning tasks associated with science by'both classroom discussion and personal interviews
with students.
New Science Curricula: To involve preservice science teachers in training programe for the science curriculum reforms--first as participants
,

e

and then as instructors.

The'original director believed that these objectives would lead.to.a tea-

V
`cher education program that would produee teachers which would:
l.' maintain currentness in content and practices
2.

be adaptable

3.

be able to select and develop instructional materials relevant to the
individual studerit and the modern. world

.

5.

have positive attitAdes toward science teaching
r

fill deficit areas in junior high science, physics, chemistry and

biology.
6.

be prOficient in diagnosis and remediation.

Since all of these activities involve a great deal of faculty support and staff

time, it was also hoped' hat barriers between UPSTEP students and UPSTEP faculty

could be broken down, providing students with a more professional feeling and

rad-in thetr-ovn edutatipn.

Closer-involvement also allowed faculty members
a

to effectively model appropriate classroom tlhaviors.,
The science teacher. Preparation prOgram at the University of Ioira, like

many other programs, has been.evolving for a, number of years.

During the past

four or five years, though, the process at Iowa has been noticeably more rapid
than before.

These changes, stimulated by student, teachers, university science educators, and a substantial grant from the National Science Foundation, has changed
the original Iowa progfam into a four-year, clinically-orienked,,ihtensive science
teacher Treparation.program.,
.m.

The general trend in the Original UPSTEP program at the University of Iowa
*as,to expand the science major throughout the, four years' and to mov
.t11 a professional.educatAon from-the

ome of

senioiaai back into earlier years, provi-

professional education..
:. ding opportunities for simultaneous work inAtOtn science'
.040G'

UPSTEP proBy 1975,-ttiS expanSion and movement: was Virtually completed and the
grata had matured to the point that changee now tend.to bewithin individual

.program components rather than sweeping across thelmoad scope of the

total prci4..

gram.

in that-our students are being proIowa-UPSTEP is nova. four-year program
.
that convided with relevant science education experiences in the freshmen year
..

tinue throughout their undergraduate years.
ans

Providing undergraduate students

of Acienc
with early opportunities to aeal with some of the realities

taching

educatidn or to change
snows them to make-equally early commitments to Science

process 4A6 encourages
Early entry Into the Science teacher preparation

,.

long-term student-faculty

reIationships--relatIonships which'seem necessary in

"Student.who spread
helpink students become more competent science teachers.
their professional p

that science
ration over all four years are also finding

courses are becoming a mor

ntegral and important part of their total program.
development of indi-

The ultimate goal of IowalpSTEP is, facilitatingthe

rationale for. teaching science and the
vidual teachers who have a signifpant
.

..-

setting.
ability to apply that rationale in,\,a classroom
s

The rationale is essen-

.

simultaneous interaction of all of
tially a conceptualization of the dynamic,
the following:
1.

teacher, student and societal goals for science education;

2.,

why science should' be taught;

1

3. ,what science mast be. learned;
4.

the nature of science;

5:

the nature of Children and learning;

6.

manner'donsistent with
'how to facilitate learning in science in a
science;
what is known about children, les:iming,_and

how personally to assess

evaluate

and change classroom cliMates

stated goals.
and strategies to dohieve progress toward

Ip the Iowa-UPSTEP model, such

rationale must have a research-supported

current research.
base; it must be defensible in terms of

Statements inclu-

"I tried it and it didn't work",
ding "I believe ..."-, "They say. ... ",' or even
supporting evidence for a teacher's
are considered as relevant but not adequate
rationale.

rationale and skills the
To faclatate developing the preservice teacher's
QV-

13

6

current Iowa-UPSTEP program integrates the professional education sequence
with the total undergraduate program.

This professional sequence provides

seminars each academic term and includes at least three different clinical
The current UPSTEP professional program sequence is:

experiences.

FRESHMAN YEAR -- In the fall, evening seminars and occasional social events
introduce incoming students to the. University and to issues in science and
education.
e.

Half of these early seminars involve scientists discussing their
.

.

personal evolution as scientists as well as their views about the nature of
science and science-teaching.

During alternate weeks the students discuss

:issues in 'Science and education while becoming aware of: communication skillS
and ,'group processes.

Participating in an elementary school science classroom occupies a por.

tion of the spring term for -freshmen.

Along with this clinical experience,
/-

stuaents attend a weekly serer designed to make the experience more produc-i4
tive for both the children involved and the UPSTEP student.

Seminar activi-

ties -include working with materials from, activity - centered, curricula, discus,

sing-field'experiences, talking with clissrclom teacherS-ana.other professionals,

disCussingOhild development and relevant learning, theory, and probing the
basic question of, "What is science and how do I teach it?"
During these two semesters, UPSTEP sttdents are strongly encouraged to
examine their career goals.
libiudents

Following the elementary_ clinical experienCe, a

may decide that pursuing.a degree in elementary education is their

goal while others may make decisions involving careers totally removed from edu.

cation.

The Spring semester of each year also provides an optional UPSTEP seminar
tar
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once every other week.

science
These seminars introduce interested science and

broad field of science and
education majors to a variety of speakert' from the
science majors with UPSTEP stildents.
allow for close interaction of non-teaching
introducing student to more
.SOPHOMORE YEAR -- The second UPSTEP fall begins by
*formal issues in secondary school teaching and learning.

An optional clinical

this term studenps
experience is taken concurrently by some studente.':During
cultural issues and their':
are:critically looking at histoHcal, political, and

effects on education and teaching.

Along with'these:human-aspects, -UPSTER

educational'alternatives"while
students are experiencing a variety of creative
p.6
examining, personal goals and valuei relating tO education.

education psychology and an optional
During this same year, students study
4
UPSTEP clinical experience is'aopin encourdged.
V

During this time sttdents be.

and Science in Historical
gin a two-course sequence in the Meaning of. Science
of science.
.Perspective designed to focus attention on the nature and processes

having had several opportuJUNIOR YEAR -- By the junior year UPSTEP students,
_

deeply,coMmitted to science teaching.
nities to make career decisions, are
successive semesters of intensive
Capitalizing on this commitment are two
methods seminars.

clinical experThe first of these provides a fifteen-week
/.

evaluating a self - instrucience and three hour weekly seminars on developing and

development in children, prepartional module, assessing levels of intellectual
developing human relations skills,
ing case studies, individualizing instruction,
R
to conceptual learning in science.
and explorin(teaching strategies appropriate
actively involved in a Self -InDuring this time the UPSTEP students are also
and assistance for
structional Laboratory which provides models, resources,
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designing and p4odacing self-instructional materials.
The second' junior year methods seminar r-provides opportunities to explore

and interact wit a variety of science curricula while further developing science
teaching goals and strategies. _These teaching goals and strategies, in combina.

C

tion with'prior aspects of the UPSTEP_programi-enable students to pUt together,
for the f1l

time,-a thorough, research-based rationale for teaching-science.

This rationale,. including goals. for science students, the nature of science,
1

how children learn, and teaching strategies, is followed by UPSTEP students duting
four-days of videotaped ieaching Sessiopp in a,junior high school.

After tiese

.

sessions, students learn techniques of rationale-based self- assessment, eValua,

tionH and revision which they can profitably use withOut-heip.

SUMMER PROGRAM: -- The summer program is an extremely valuable part of this IowaUPSTEP program-.

Designed to break down preservice-inserVice barriers, the program

provides two major options for students.

UPSTEP stuqents can be found working;

asteacher interns or counselors- in various activities of the Towa:SIndary
Science'TtainineProgram (working'on campus or on extended field trips to natural
areas) or serving, as staff in the UPSTEP Summer Curticulum Revision Workshops
for teachers.

These workshops, held in a local community, generally consist of

two weeks of intensive effort designed to produce a usable end product -- a curriculum designed by and for the teachers in that coMmunity.

The underlying goals

of the workshops are, identical with the overall UPSTEP program goals.

SENIOR YEAR -- At this time, teacher interns are participating iniadvanced clinical experiences that are similar to traditional student teaching.

Although UPSTEP

students assume responsibility for planning and teaching secondary science classes

16

always the usual all.under the supervision of a cooperating teacheri this is not
'0nce
-dayN11.-semetter. experie

The advanced experience may oontinue at a reduced

%

with selected teaching experiences
pace throughout two semesters and it may be paired
'
,

in classes for UPSTEP underclassmen.

Using plinical experiences during a four-year teacher educatibn program pro,

andintimacy-of
vides a convenient means of combining the skills, perspective,
classroom.
the university enrollment with the realism of the public school

The

people in divers
UPSTEP four-yea program permits a variety of experiences with
science.
environments with complementary experiences leading to proficiency in

who wish to exL
While providing a variety of entry and exit points for students
attitude and beplore teaching as a career alternative: UPSTEP also facilitates

havior changes which are appropriate for effective teaching.

The Iowar-UPSTEP

received national and
program is a unique model in teacher education that has
international recognition.

TABLE 1

Clock Hours Associated with Components of Iowa-UPSTEP Program.
Clinical
S miner'
0
22.5
Freshman Seminar
45

Freshman Clinical ExperienCe

20

Intro. to Secondary School
Teaching

37.5'

Educational PsycholOgy

37.5

0

Methods I

37.5

75

Methods II

60

12

Student Teaching

30

375

245

507

TOTAL Clock Hours:

\\.

752
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Upatep Modules

A majOr portion 'of the 1975. National'.Science Foundation-. aWard to the Iowa-,
UPSTEP" program- is fot the ,develokent of-teacher educatiOn,,niddtles fc:zr use by
.

other institutions. A number of these teacher education modules have been
ted in trial edilions and are currently being field tested in several institu
.

..k..cOmPlete list
,

of UPSTEP modules -and

publication's

can

.

be_found in Appendix:A.
,

discussion of the evaluation of modules will appear in thits paper.
,

.Upstep Program Evaluatibr,

The set of conditions that ,initially stinxulated.the need for Iowa-UPSTEP in
kb,
1969. has changed many times in'the'eight years of...developraent and operation.
though the demands for scielaqe teachers has decres:Sed, some characteristics remain;
namely, 1) the problems related toteacher education programs embedded .in a large
,
0,
deademic institution'in. wkith7'ea.rly; identification of potential :students, is difficult; 2) number of ,science education students .s.r malit 3D institutionally, un-

dergraduate teacher .education has a relatively low priority; 14) the rewarcl. system

encourages 'activities other than teacher education program developm, t
tation , and evaluation; and 5) enrollment in public school scien e qs-decreasing
'

and shifting toward junior high school.- In such a milieu, Iowa- STEP has attempted to develop, a program model which ref1ects a variety of external influences,,.

rand delineates the roles of the' 15layers. involved.
It was obvious early in the deyelopment of Iowa-UPS12.61) that the model required a dynamic asps

oh" would,.reflect the changing

cation as well as the fdturistic

demAnds of American

1)
found that the traditional program'at Icwajacked
w
,

eds .of' teacher

education.

Jensen

edu-

(1971)

Integtation tetween:courses o.

R

IP the program, 2) conqrn with the real world --,the pub,lic school classroom,

new cvridula and progressive,

and 3) contempgrary ideas and materials,

dolomOn ',(1971): explored methodsf:cOurs,es 'and studeAt teaching at the

proaches.

University Of Iowa prior %o the development pf UPSTEP and foupd that preservic
experienc.es affect studnt. attitudes, philosophies, and self-conCept .

Pizzini

(1973) found that UPSTEP students' self=cOncept and.attitildetpward: scienCe im-

4,-

,

proved considerably more than prsimilar grOup of-nOn-UP4TEP students:
_

.

Phillips

.

(1976) found...that after'the first freshmap clinical experience, UPSTEP stUdents
..
.

'

were more'humaniStic.than*Otlier"elemente.ry'br,seqndarYstUdentg
--

atter-a Similar

:;:.

_

-

experience..

Since 1975, systematic collection of data from.varlOun aspects'of the UPSTEP
".

teache, tn-

program has been underkF. ' These dais., on students ance c9opr

rs:ating

p

students, attitude surveys.of enrolled students,,the

clude profiles of UPST

Multidimensional" Asgessment of :.Philosophy of Education (MAP4), follow-up surveys

'of `past graduates, audio-tapesrvideo%tapes, plagsroom

"

k

.past graduates,.

.

and biographical inOrmatkon on coweratineteacherst

Each-of the will be'dealt

4

with'. in separate sections of thapr'eport.
With all 'of thes4 data;,

visits .with

.must be' remembered that'Iowa=UPSTEP

an evolving
:

.

program whiCh produced its:first graduates 4n May.,1975.1.

.

1980
Sinbe44apid Pkogram eqiiption,continued thrdugh 1976;'the graduates of
shoUld more clearly\reflict the success of the UPS/EPprogram.
-

The Biographical Form

Fox:'Uooperating TeacherS:is distributed to all elemen-'

UPSTEP program.
tary.and secondary Qooperating teachers.who cont?ibute to the

provides informati n which aids in successfully,
.

special interests.
,

4

This

student teachers to the'

d experiences of the cooperating teachers'.

§

-'

R.

.

12

In an effective teacher education program, prospective teachers must be proexpertise, and experience. necessary for becoming a sue-

vided witYl`theknowle
t,

cessfu,1 teacher'.

Cooperating teachers are .essential rto the GPS'AIL-) pro-gram,. and

Optimuts

proper, communications are essential to achieve the gOals of the program:

communication-is

ecessarily based upon understanding.and the datascollected-heri

will help to proMote that understanding.
from Table 2, the UPSTEP Cooper!rting-teachers are mature,

Aa i

4

and represent a variety of exp' eriences.

No 'speciilt cognitive or

al.data have as yet been collected: from coOperatinglteachers.
1

'TABLE 2

SUMMARY DATA FOR
Tt

UPSTEP COOPERATING TEACHER

Elementary
Teachers.

Secondary
Teachers

(N=12)

(N=31)

34.7

39.7

:1

Average Teaching Experience

5

4

7

27

10 yrs.

15

14
14

6
61
89

errs':-

,percent with experience in

Elementary
Junior High
High School
Average Semester Hrs. Completed in:

Education
Life Science
Earth Science
Chemistry.

Physics

54.2
16.0
5.7
3.2
1.2

46.8
44.7
16.8
18.8
13.2 .
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NAPE) -(Gueirtin,
MUltidimensiOnal AssessmentOf'Philosophy of Education

'.19 ') has been

clinical
administered to students at the beginning of the freshman
,

experience since the Fall, 1975 semester.

The MAPE instrument was administered

provide them with early feedback
to thid parti6i1ar class of students in order to
i;

regai'ding their philosophies of education.

Beginning with the Fall, 1976 semester,

,.
second methods course. Finally,
MAPS has also been'administered to students in their
student teaching. Ideally, /
lince 1978, MAPE has been administered' at the end of
on the MAPE sub-:
this provides students the opportunity to compare their scores
occurred.
scales and assess for.themseIves,ehanges which have

.:MAPE'suppllies ScoresOnsix Sub

scale4,representing major dimensions of

.
sc:iperdon'd teaching philosophy. :These sub-scales aren
.

CLASSROOM. CLIMATE

Unstructured (high score)
management of the classroom..
Dedicated to flexible and personalised
Instead of
Liberal in view of what ShouldAgo,on in.the classroom.
regimenting a clasd!by'imi5roving rules and curriculum proCedures
expression.
personal skills are employed to maxitize pupil

Controlling (low.score)

Views on disciControlling and punitive in managing the. classroom.
consideration special
pline are conservative. 'Instead of taking into
to rules.
circumstances, justice prevails as demanded by a\commitment
INDiV51JAL DIFFERENCES
Acknowledges (high score)
about people
Full recognition of the individual underlies decisions
and interaction with them.
characteristici anct letting

Liberal in accepting people'sunique
those enter expectancies for them. The

right for him rather
nature of the-individual should establish what is

than depending upon conventional expectatans.
ai

21
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Ignores (low score)

People
are expected to come up to fixed standard6 of excellence. .Preso.

sure 'Should be'kept on pupils to reach minimum standards rather than

let them set their own goals of competence.

TEACHING STYLE
Personal (high score)
Dedicated to personalized teaching.

Liberal view of education with

the teacher as the essential ingredient.

Opposed to tutorial materials,

that relegate the teacher to seconaary importance.

Rejecting of mechan-

ical techniques.

Impersonal (low score)
Conservative view of education as acquisition of knowledge.
on learning the three R's.

Emphasis.

Pupils should be constantly confronted with
A,

subject content'rather than provided with interesting diversions.
4.

LEARNING EMPHASIS
Social (high score)

Course content is regarded as useless unless it has social relevance.

A liberal perception of education as the process of pupils exploring
their own interests.

General curriculum procedures and textbooks are

viewed with suspicion because they reduce the pursuit of interests and
eliminate interaction of pupils.

Textbook (low score)

Conservative view of education'as accumulation of numerous facts:. ;..'Pass
time is.toovaluable to spend on. having fun or pl
The pupil must be boxbarded constantly-with faCt

ing social2games:,

Textbooks are all

important and-the printed.word is revered.

PROCEDURES AND PLANNING
Utilizes (high score)
Utilizes planning and special procedures as much as possible.
ally supportive of the educational enterprises.

Gener-

Belief that careful

.15

Preparation and objective procedures are essential for the educational
Ready acceptance
process. Dependent upon structure and benchmarks.
of procedures worked out by others.
I

Distrusts (row score)

In'Distrust and reject special educational procedures and planning
stead of depending Upon detailed les4on plans and standardized tests,
.

,

interpersonal skills should be emplOyed to,assess and teach according
to the teacher:s wish.

Such procedures are regarded as intrusions in -

to the teacheriS domain.
TifEORETICAL BASE

Idealistic (high score)

Emphasis on ideals and unrealistic gOals.
- impractical but they are adhered to

when necessary.

Idealistic principles often

Prinoipled and self-sacrificing

Intolerant of those who pursue selfish goals.

Pragmatic (low score)

A pragWic approach to life leads to viewing the educational establishment,critically.

Rather than depending, upon cherished beliefs and pet

theories of others there is a clear need to do things his own way.

Aware

of personal opportunities and ready_to do what is necessary to be successfnl. Administrators and test conptructors with behind-the-scenes exper.

ience have more reason to be critical of even the very procedures they
6.
employ and may, acore
Normaare given which indicate,hovtfarleac4.student'a scores deviate from

the average, but no. judgement is implied that £e'- average position is.desirable.

The authors of MAPE expect teachers and pre-service teachers to show individual
differences.

They are therefore, not expected to be average in each category.

Each individual student receives a prited output which consists of a proL

-file of-percentile

s.

cores and a row of corresponding standard-scores.

Students

,'also receive a statement regarding validity and a computer generated narrative

which is printed out-according to the information provided by the six sub-scale
scores.

The information obtained from the MAPE instrument has provided students
with very important and essential information,regardiong their educational philosophies.

It has proven to be beneficial for students encountering their first

field experience in education to be provided,such information; so that they can

evsauatetheir performance in the classroom as early as is possible.
students

Methods

en prov1.4p4 with a means: of measuring attitudinal Change6--sote-

thing:which they often find diffiOnItto assess ior theMdelves.

MAPE results

seem to *reinforce their-awareness of the changes which have occurred.

Results of the MAPE scoring (Figure 1) indicate that students; ntering the
freshman program havemean scores not appreciably different, than students a year
later in the second methods course.
though.

The xge of responses is of importance, '

'The'beginning stUdentb show a wide variety of responses while methods

students are more clustered in their beliefs on most of the S ales.

Personal

teaching style scores indicate, methods students are also much more aware themV
selves in the classroom and are less concerned, with the acquisition of knowledge
than are the freshman students.
textbook learning scale.

An interesting difference occurs in the social-

Methods students somehow manage to cover a broad range

from liberal to conservative with the same basic teaching style:

This maybe an

indication of their flexibility or it may reflect their confusion and search for
a complete rationale.
While the MAPE is now routinely administered, to student teachers, difficul-

ties with sxternal computer scoring have provided us with na data for 1978.

Figure 1
,

.

Mean Centile Scores-andlanges for Freshman Clinical Experience (A) and
Second Method

'UNSTRUCTURED
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STYLE
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in the Science.
A folloW-up study of undergraduates.who have participated

Teacher-Preparation

ProgrWat.the.UniVersity of Iowa was begun in March 1976.

current UPSTEP.Program
The goal 1,,ma to receive information' aimed at improVing.the
through feedback from past graduates.

This StUdy:Was based on graduates from the

'Class of 1968 through the Class of 1975.
The follOw64up study was sent to 161 persons.

Thirty -four percent of theforMs

able to be forwarded;
were returned completed; seven percent of the forms were not.
responded with a letter
d, .two percent of the recipients of thefollow-up study
follow-pp study.'
explaining.Why it would be inappiopriate for them to complete the

Portions of this follow-up are included in this section.
in Iowa and felt
Most of the past.graduates indicated a desire to stay
abilities while
that teaching allowed them opportunities to use their-spedial
being. creative and:Original.

asreIatively unimportant

Social status, prestige,.and salary were viewed

(Table. 3).-

ind.teaching
Courses in science, experiences in student teaching,
their teacher education.
ende were viewed as the most important components-of

Ratings of specific professional

education courses-are shown in Table 4.

Tea-

classroom (Table 5).
cher education was also seen as important outside of the

need for eight specific
Table, 6 indicates how UPSTEP graduates perceive their

UPSTEP program provided
skills and competencies and the extent to which the

TABLE 3
FACTORS INFLUENCING ACCEPTANCE OF CURRENT EMPLOYMENT

itant

Omitted

0.0

0.0

20.7

0.0

52.1

Opportunity to earn a
large salary

16.7

31.3

31.3.

47.9

31.3

20.8

0.0

0.0

8.3

25.0

20.6

45.9

0.0

147.9

37.5

12.6

0.0

16.7

45.8

Freedam from supervision by
others

14.6

47.9

Greater opportunity for
advancement

18:8

Opportunity to exercise.
:'
leadership

Social status and prestige.

Opportunity to work with
people
Opportunity to work with
things rather than people

12.5

6-

0.0

25.0

10.4

2.

39.6

29.1

10.4

2.1

27.1

41.7

25r.0

6.2

0.0

pOrtunitY to help and
serve others

33.3

50.0

14.6

0.0

2.1

Adventure,

22.9

27.1

45.8

8.3

35.4

31.2

8.3

2.1

Opportunity to work with
adults rather than children

-

18.8.

Felt better prepared for
current position than teaching 16.7
.

Highly
Unimportant

Opportunity to use special,
abilities or aptitudes

Opport ity to be creative
and.ori final.

.

SomewhatF Somewhat
Importance Upimportant

6.3

Location of the employer

52.1

DissatisfacUon with prior
educational experiences

12.5

20.8

18.8

37.5

10.4

14.6

20.8

25.0

.37.5

2.1

etirement r 1:1e4.tth

er:benefita:
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TABLE

4'

TEACkER EDUCATION EXPERIENCES USEFUL FOR CURRENT. POSITION

Essential Very
Useful

Did Not
Somewhat. Not
Useful.
Have
Useful.

gAtieriencea. in Educationa

Psychology
.ftgrienCes:

6.1

20.4

36.7

36.7

0.0

16.3

20.4

46.9

14.3

2.1

0.0

10.2

30.6

34.7

20.4

26.5

36.7

12.2.

4.2

38.8

26.5

14.3

18.3

2.1

26.5

26.5

22.4

16.3

8.3

in Instructional

11e!dia.

'.1251detiences.In SocialIOun7

Education

24.

fteriances in Teaching:
`14eVioda

01.14ent Teaching
1 it1c1.14ork:, Observation,,

Pre:Ctietim (Other than-,
641identt.Teaching) '
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TABLE 5

.

'IMPORTANCE OF.TEACHEREDUCATION'EXPERIENCES IN PERSONAL AND CIVIC LIFE

Highly
Important

.

Developing an ability to
get along with different
,type of people

22.4,

40.8

24.5

Developing social poise

10.2

55.1

26. 5

Developing a fund of knowledge
18.4
useful in later life

40.8

28.6

d.

Preparing for a satisfying
family life

6.1

26.5

Developing better speaking
habits

22.4

f.

i.

Highly
Unimportant

Omitted

12.3

0.0

8.2

0.0

12.2

0.0

-3Q:6

34.7

2.1

49.0

20.4

8.2

0.0

8.2.

38.8

22.4

30.6

o.o

Developing better speaking
habits

22.4

49.0

20.4

8.2

Delieloping leadership skills

16.3

51.0

18.4

14.3

0.0

Making the most out of my
Potential

22.4

40.8

14.3

20.4

2.1

.

c.

Somewhat
Somewhat
Important. Unimportant

Deeloping moral capacities,
ethical standards, and values

)
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TABLE 6
,SELF- PERCEIVED SKILLS AND COMPETaCIES OF UPSTEP GRADUATES

Was UPSTEP Provii
sion Adequate?

Importance In Current Position
Omitted

Yes

No

Omit!

Highly
Import.

Somewhat
Import.

Somewhat
Unimport.

Highly
Ugimport.

Skill in selecting
and organizing
materials

55.1

34.7

2.1

4.1

4.1

.1

18.4

24.1

Skill in technique
of instructibn

55.1

26.5

6.1

8.2

4.1

5.1

24.5

20.1

46.9

32.6

10.2

6.1

8.2

8.6

44.9 ?6.1

30.6

.46.9

10.2

8.2

4.1

44.9

32.7

20.11

57,1

34.7

6.1

0.0'

2.1

34.7

40.8

22.1

8.2

0.0

4.1

57.1

18.7

24.

0.0

4.1

51.0

24.5

24.

4.1

6.1

49.0

24.5

26,

:Skill ingroup
manageMfht'.
.

J

Skill in developing
'work- habits

Skill in developing

i#terpersbnalrelationshipa.

Ability toprofit
.:.from suggestions, for

rovement
Ability to evaluate`>o

performance

Abil'ity to evaluate
the Iterformance. of ,
;:.others

12.2

41)

When a4ed, "What. are, useful aspects of the Teacher Education Program with,

regards to person

and civic life?", UPSTEP graduates of 1968-1975 responded
1

e.

er\

It,:

No-ResponSe
The ability to interact with and communicate with people<
An increase in public speaking ability and polse
The student teaching experierice

6%

Secondary and science methods experievces

Being exposed to andworking wiht all age levels Of children

4%

The ability to write behavioral. objectives

4%.

Educational Psychology:

concepts of' motivation, rlinforcement

Developing leadership qualities and discussion techniques

.

4%
4%

Na aspect is applicable; I can't credit anything with the
program
Informal and social contacts with professors

Ability to study special interests
Lasting friendships which have deireloped from edUcation

Ability'io be and get orgenized:

:Introduction to AV equipMentAnd techniques
ability to relate to students as individuals
the traditional teacher-student syndrome"

not in

Other responses not directly related

7%.

When asked, Vhat are useful aspects of the Tdachdr. Education Program with
.regirde.to'occuPation.

TPSTEP gradUate of 1966 -1975

5

No RespOnsd,s:

'41

A

23%

,StudentyteaChing-eXperiedce

11%

Methods'

Very little from education Program-,-major and Minor
science areas of much more importance

Working with And,getting,,alimgVith other people

.Educational-Payeholegy
Alpility.tO organize materials and programs

Introduction to the use of AV equipment and technique4
KnOwledge of educational' urricular materials.

No aspect is applicable; can't credit anything to the
education program.

e6%

Ability to' cope with people

Testing techniques

Deyeloping leadership qualities
',A164ityto.,relate-to students
:

Self-confidence in public speaking:

Knowledge of how to use outside material
Emphasis which was given to laboratory use and preparation
Flexability of UPSTEP Program which allowed me to design
prog:rams of interest to me
Pre-education practicum experiences
.1066-1975 graduates were also asked) ."What specific aspects of the Teacher
_

4

Education-Programyshould be changed?"
Response

Student teachineexperienceS Should be extended
Extend methods courses and drop the Introduction to
Secondary Education-course

25

,.

A

6%

ogy.requirement

Change or drop 'the Educational P

More:case ang.ysiS:of disciplinary problems that new teacher
ttreapto be confronted, with.
,

6%
777

.

More instruction

to evaluate

needed regarding

.;1.

6%

MOre .experiences in: working Withlow-ability-students
or unmotivated,students is necessary
.

The special; problems of small town scAools,andteaching
.situations should be dealt.with'
needed.

More instruction in the guidance field

More, knowledge with regards to ipe types of educational
°
Media.ie needed --More humanizing of 'course work.44needed

ild centered

More experience working with children
environments are .necessary

4+Mote. onetoone:criticisme to discover
3443vidual is neededl)rior to entering
our.oWn (Without:64W graded)
More early.experiencee are needed

nesses 'of the

elassroom on

tion

e

Moreexperiencein individuilizedInstructiOn.
Greater emphasis should be place4On Child ;psychology

Other responses (not directly relatea)
No changes necessary'
h

The 1975-1978 Graduates

,
,

During the 1977-78 year, an addi

.

tweritYa-nine students graduating be-

tween 1975-197 wereinterviewedbyvisiting::ProfeesOrs (Novick and lore,
.1978): ,These interviews centered on.fourlmajor areas of the UPSTEP Program',

'1).The value' of experiences, 2) Uniyereityfield-relationthips, 3): Teadling
views and practices, and 4) Inservice views.

Interviewees were asked to respond freely and as extensively as they wished.
.Each audio-taped interview -was 30-6' minutes long..

A selection'of.questions

and responses is provided:
Thb 1975-78 graduate's were asked to rate the value of experience in teacher'
is\

edudation courses:

:What specificexperiences:do you:feel were helpful in developing
your potential as a-teacher? How.have they been helpful? To
what. extent?

PERCENTAGE OF GRADUATES RESPONDING
Past Graduates

Kind of Experience

Current Graduates

111=17)

(n=29).'

76
53
24
24
29
12

58
67

69'

6

8

,

Student Teaching
Methods ,Clinical Experience

SSW:Owner Activity
Elementary Practicum
Methods Activities (in general)
Microteaching
Examination of Curricular Materials
Piagetian Tasks
History and Philosophy.of Science
Development and.Use of Inquiry
iMaterials
Writing a Self-Instructional.
Module

33.'

59
14
31
31

33

21

42

.

8.

8

It is evident that the field-based aspects of the program a

most useful by a majority of the graduates, both past and current.
phrases. were:

Total

(n=12)

7
3
,3
3.

3

erceived as the
Descriptive

variety of claeskOams, variety, of clinical experiences,.multiple

r*lictictims47-variety of-student teaching experiences,_ early field experiences, any,-

.thinithat aiabroSches reality, flexib.lity'.

$

a.

Did the lack of certain experiences limit your ability to
solve soMe4roblem which you now face or have faced in your'
teaching?
Now that you are a practicing pacher, what kinds Of,new or
different activities would yoU recommend for our science
teacher education program ?,
In retrospect, dO you feel the science teacher edikAllon PMgram:Should 114Y:e place more emphasis on certain area or less
.

b.

c.

emphasis on others?

'

UPSTEP
:The genera]; patternof.responsesto these questions revealed that
mis'graduates.believe that many practical.and traditional teaching skillsare
1Eting frOnithe program.

The major clustering of responses were that

1) more large group strategies shoUld:be explored'.

40:of all the graduates

interviewed mentiOned'the need-for consideration of:this topic.

The responses

(41%) and current gradu-,
were rather evenly distributed between past graduates
,

.

ates,(50%);
2)

more attention' to classroom management

control, and discipline.,

24% of

to be directed toward
the UPSTEP graduates suggested that greater attention needs
classroom management strategies.

The distribution of responses were skewed toward

mentioning this factor;
past graduates (35%):, with'only.8%'of the current graduates
and practical
3) more consideration --.of lesson planning, comparing curricula,

implementation procedures isneeded.
.

that actual lesson `planning

24%'of the graduates interviewed. suggested
practical eclectic methoda,. analysis of mfr-

methodaWerellacking:ipUPSTEP..
riculECand,implementation
- ,

ThesreSpOnses were

graduates.117%);".
.slightly more frequent among past graduates (29%)-thanCurient

1}) testing and evaluationwis jUdged=laCiingby 10% of the respondents; all
hese:responses.were,from past graduates;
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5) All other areas mentioned were less frequent than 10%.
children's' rights, demonstrations, AV

mentioned were:

Some things

ills, first aid, Mo-

tivation techniques, exceptional learners and actual. teaching.

The interview revealed that 38% of the graduates believed that too much
A slightly higher percentage'of

eMphasis isTlaced on individualization.

current graduates ,(42%) belieVeci-this than past graduates (35%).

0ther'minortrends-i12ustrated were that.past.graduates believed that UPSTEP
was too theoretical-(12%), while current graduates expressed some dissaAsfa ion
with'the human relations and transactional analysis emphasis (17%).

What did these professional courses provide for you as a teacher?
EducatiOnal Psychology'

FrethmanTeaChing PraCticum
Methodt'I and
Student
TeaChing
44

RespOnSes to this question-are'classifiedin a frequency tableb
indifferent and negative comments towardithe:course (see. Table 7).

ositive

.cog nt.

teMarks:arenotedfor each -Course..

TABLET
DISTRIBUTION OF. COMMENTS:REGARDING UPSTEP COURSES

Indifferent

PositiVe

Course

Graduates.
Graduates
.Current
Current. Past

Graduatet-'
',-.

-- Current

Past

Negative'

Past ..

,

TreahMan Clinical

MethO*1.

:

6

6

pcper ence*.

10 .,

....

3

.

.10

Methods
,

gWOW100440g.',
giatnt$ hi: nso
Science

,' -'

'-,

-...

12

'.

%

,

4.

''''d

2

5

0
1

- 2

3

.2..

14'..

2

'.-

of
' 8

4

.".

1

4

'+''

'.4

fir.
.

ou Se,!-an :nOt;-reqUireenf4in

,
".

1

4epts, therefore responses were limite .
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The Freshman Clinical Experience was deemed valuable, but the need for clo7
9

ser integration of goal

,

.

and the"-field,exprienee-Was-eited.

SomeTeoncern-was

expressed regarding the value of observing elementary children in non-science
learning situations.
The methods courses received.Varied assessment; generally,' they were valued,

heavy on
but the'graduates believe&thecoursei were:too one-sided, i.e., too
individualization.

A slight concern.regardingthe over emphasis of human rela-

tions training was apparent with current graduates'.

The field experiences were

consistently mentioned a.positiVe attributes and graduates encouraged the use of

*Taried cOntentArade level, teaching strategy, etc

in field experiences.

StudentteachingcoMMents generally referred to the,intern's placement with
A suitable a0bperating' teacher.

11iStPrnd'PhilosOplay of OcienCe courses received' dipolar assessment; gencl that courses interesting as an academic experience, but not.

erally'gradUates

Responses tend to become more positive in teachers
a-,ex Eteriende:.'

ObvioUsly, more effort needs'to be.ejcpended on integrating

History and '.Philosophy into the teaching Sequenee.
rank-order some, aspects of. the UpST.NP program

eatest valUe to them (Table 8)..

Z.&
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TABLE 8

RANK ASPECTS OF VPSTEP PROGRAM
Number of Citations

Aspect

Rank 1
12

1.' Student Teaching
2.

Methods

3.

SSTP

4.

History and Philosophy of Science

5.

Clinical Experience
Interpersonal relationships betweep, Interns

and InOructors
7.

Preparation of self-inptructional module,'

8.

Looking at curricula

9.

Flexibility of field experiences

10.

2

-.Rank 2

Rank 3

5

2'

2

1

2

'2

2

1

2

1

2

Designihg lab experiences
2

11.. SATIC tapes
Piaget
13.

41.4.

Exposure to non-traditional creative ways of
teaching science
Goal, idealism and philosophy of teaching

15.

Elementary practicum

16.

Requirement of broad science background

17.

Lesson planning

16.

Case studies

.

Inquiry learning
stand out as.the aspects of greatPtUdent teaching and field-based experiences
aspects which were mentione
idt.value to the sample interviewed. A number of global
(7, 8, 10, 11,
14,`16) shOUld be noted, as well as some specific modules
cited six
Historrand Philosophy of Science .courses were
have. some impact,on the_UPSTEP interns.

a indicatinithatthey

39

COmMents regarding the degree ofintegration between the university -baald
aomponent of UPSTEP and the field-based component, were varied'and appeared to in-

didate a difference between current and past graduates regarding the integratioh

and between courses,-The following generalizations appear to be supported
by UPSTEP- graduates:

Methods I. has sound integration :between classroom modules and field ex.-

1.

Periences as judged by.both current and past graduates.

A majority of UPSTEP graduates believe that general program integration'

2.

needs to be:improved, with current graduates being more negative regarding integration than past graduates.

A general concern was expresselkthat Methods did not accurately reflect
the reality of most science classrooms.'
Some specific 'comments which provide insight regarding the degree ofintegrav.

tion'between university classroom activities'and field experiences were made by
the following interviewees:
64: In student teaching there was a gap between the real world and the exci-

thingsin methods, I believe that the reason for this is.not.the CooPer:

ating teacher but rather constraints of facilities and time
Yes, at times, particularly in Methods I; but I felt a.need for more
varied exposure
MOre'in-.Olas's follow-up.and pee400haring needed.

8:

Not at' all ,'I was a puppet of the school system and could not apply

what I learnecLat theuniversity.
Methods I was very good, but didnot match with student teaching:

32

22: _Most closely as a freshman, but professors could be more involved in the
.

field based. experiinces.
23:

No, exceptk.or microteaching in Methods II.

4: No, university program and expectations did not match. reality.
26:

Not much integration, too stuch on fixed modules; in order to integrate
clinical experiences special seminars'are.needed.

28:

Not aligned well; Methods did not give mechanics of teaching; but wer4
designed to'define our thoughts on what kind of teacher we want to be.

Analysis of the interviews regarding the relative contributions of the Methods
instructors, university supervisors and cooperating teachers yielded that twenty
seven of,the

Of the twenty seven

enty nine graduates had formulated an opinion.

statements three graduates equated some contributions rather than ranking the conJtributions completely.

Table 9 presents a siiiinAry of the relative rankings:
TABLE 9

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE RELATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS
TEACHERS
MADE by METHODS INSTRUCTORS, UNIVERSITY SUPERVISORS, AND COOPERATING

^

Graduates

Relatilve Rank Assigned

First
Current
Past

Second
Current
Past

Methods
Instructors
yersity
1

OvisOrs.

5

'!.;:Cooperatliag

Teachbrs;

10

3

Third
Past

ent

C

2

5

11

4

2

3

Inspection' of the table indicates thatUPSTEP graduates generally value the
-contributions made by cooperating teachers most andhe contributions made by
graduates indicates
:.luniverSit*..superlisOrs least. Closer inspection of the recent
has
been
assigned
slightly
thatftheontributionos of the university supervisors
the
Methods
instructors.
higher value than the contributions of

41
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TWoof the past graduates (12%) and three of the current graduates (25%)

.

.

interviewed expressed, an overall negative reaction to the stnt teaching experience.

teacher
While a number of interviewees were satisfied with supervisor-student
relationship, a significant number (38%) felt the frequency of the supervising
activity was inadequate. 'Perception of the cooperating teacher-student-teacher
relationship was mixed and seemed to depend mainly on the degree of personal
rapport generated.

ThefollowIng.summarizes the various perceptions of the desired roles of
the personnel involved in the student teaching experience:
Classroom management an

dooperating teacher:
Methods instructor:

esources; control

provides realistic picture of today's classrooms;
inquiry skills;research base for enlightened teaching;
concrete, practical 'resources; control and motivation
techniques; teaching skills and strategies

University supervisor:

liaison between university and cooperating teacher;
trouble shooter; advisor to student teacher're:
*.
problems, planning, ideas.; evaluator

with
Generally, an ad4t open relationship with all involved is desired,
increased freedom of action for the student-teacher.
consistency in terms of which personnel should be res

ment of teaching and mailagment skills.

There seems to be little
sible for.the develop,*

There is a general perception of a gap

real school
between what is learned in Methods seminars and the demands of the

of frustration
situation and to some of the interviewees, this has been a source
duri4g student-teaching.

One measure of success may be the student'slcommitment

science educato education as evidenced by their desire to continue their own
tion.
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TABLE 10
t11,C.g/iTAGE OF:INTERVIEWEES RAVING PLANS FOR.POST-GRADUATE WORK IN
EDUCATION
a

-214

.'Past Graduate

CUrrent.Graduates

67%

"total

'41%

a
pkst graduate has plans for post-graduate-work in a science content
.

ea.

Two past gradUates wish to gaingqualification for teaching at the junior

123.1eft

No"ot the current graduates explicitly stated they Plan to do a doctorate
science education.

.4iniotsksptO.where'in-service work should be conducted were divided and

powea.no,elear Pattern.
G%erallY UPSTEP Graft:ate& descriptiOns of ideal learning situations were
soxlencl toward varying degrees oi individualization (self-paced, open inquiry,
-00.4ePt centered).

These views are 'generally tempered-bi.an awareness'of class-

...0464,401nstraints and the" need for some degree Hof structure.

or4°*4beli

The generally pro--

of the descriptions would seem to indicate that most of the inter-

elree4 eonCur with the philosophy of teaching stressed in UPSTEP, despite their

lticAabOUt the leek of exposure to, a variety of teaching strategies.
44AL141.1iteilesas Expressed by UPSTEP Graduates
!.c1117e4tionea responses with varied degrees of perception; pre-poet labs,

oat cl%arli_related to inquiry approach; do not in general view demonstrations
00,:a 'Iquableteaching tool; no.extendive use of inquiry--appear to have very

liAttelLi6kking definitions of inquiry which involves individualized siudent'.,
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centered learning; frequently cite large classes and kids' demands for answers.
as reasons..-for not using, Do not leCture frequently- -chief purpose to convey
information and explanatioffl,treluently conducted a

lecture-discussion; loops

infrequently used--films more freqUent but not, in general, as an integral part
of the curriculum; most have some'form of projebt work--varying from extra credit
reports to investigating phenomena; very few.things considered to be innovative.
How is Assessment Done?
Generally, a mis of standard techniques and kinds of examination questions.
Not rigid in criteria for evaluation in the lab (interest, lab reports); not
.

4

.

'n oVerall eValuation criteria; do not see degree.of involvement of students
,

as feedback'information on the'.quality of their teaching.
.

-

What.Curriculum-Are YOu Using?

Generally'usingttaditional or "alphabet course" texts and not unhappy with
them.

A number produce additional materials.,: One had developed own self -paced

materials

scale.

Generally, not content knowledge bound--have broader

goala-inclugling process ;and affective areas..

areas of difficulty in student understanding.

Generally -do not suggest salient

Most do not use the idea of a

model'as a central idea in their science teaching.
Other Measures
Several standardized measures were administere
at the completion

student teaching.

Science (Tous, 1961),

to 1977-78'UPSTEP Graduates

These included the Test on Understanding

ence Attitude Invento

(SAI, 1970), and Tennessee

Self- ,Concept Scale.(1965)

An inspection of the

OUS'ISerages (Table 11) indicates that they are accept-

ably high; and when compar d to the norms provided; the total TOUS mean (48.57)

rani

:at the 99th-percemtile (basedlon grade-12 norms).

The UPSTEP Graduates'

erstanding abOut the scientific enterprise (scale 1) is reasonable as. they

Cated:on the average 15.36'out of-a-Possible 18; while their understanding
About..sCientists (scale 2) was slightly loWer, averaging, 14.21 out:of a possible

18.

The graduatei:averaged 19,00 out of'a possible 24 on understanding about

the methods". and aims of science (scale 3).

Table 12 illustrates that current UPSTEP Graduates have a positive attitude
:toward science on intellectual, (knowledge about nature of science), emotional
totalHscales demonstrating average scores of 70.0 out

(reaction to science),a
and

of 90, 65,2 out of 9

35.7 out of .1.80.

COncept data (Table 14) indicated that the average

The Tennessee

'values on each seale,1for the current graduates of ,UPSTEP fall below the reported
.15

means (Fitts

1965)..

The UPSTEP average for self-identity falls more than two

standarddeviations beloW the reported mean.

Likewise these values are'noticeably

control group.
lower than reported by Pizzini (1973) for both UPSTEP students and a

TABLE 11,

TOUS DESCRIPTIVE DATA ANDTATISTICS
ON 1977 -78*IOWA -UPSTEP GRADUATES

Understanding
About The Scientific Enterprise

Mean

Understanding
About
Scientists

Highest Possible Score'

Total Understandding of Science

and. Aims of

Science

15.36.

14.21

19.00

48.57

2.30

1.72

3.31

5.26

Standard.

Deviation

Understanding
About Methods

6o

-.
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TABLE 12
SAI-DESCRIPTIVE DATA AND-STATISTICS
ON 1977-.78 IOWA-UPSTEP GRADUATES

.Intellectual Scale

Emotional Scale

70.0

65.2

N[PaP

Standard-Deviation

A

..

.8.50

7.82

Total Possible

Total Scale..

.

910C

o

TABLE 13

TENNESSEE SELF-CONCEPT DESCRIPTIVE DATA AND STATISTICS ON
1977-78 IOWA-UPSTEP GRADUATES

Physical MoralSelf Ethical

,

Personal
Self,,4,

Family
Self

Sodial
Self

Self
Identity
.

ean.

58.86

54.07

58.43

60.14

60.00

Self-

Self-

Self-

'bel.f.".

Eiteem.

Satis- .:Behavior,

faction

100.79

cism

.

93.57

95.14

,

30.104

63'964

Bard:
Devia -

ion

In April

1976, students currently enrolled in the

quested to complete an UPSTEP Assessment Questionnaire.

EE:program were reInformation obtairied

from this Assessment Questionnaire is reported for all'ttudenis enrolled. in

he

4

UPSTEP program and has been subdivided into three categories representing those,
who have not yet taken a-methods CourseVthoSe students.who have taken',

were currently enrolied.in a Methods coursp-dUring-the,Spiing,l976semestpri
J

and those students who were enrolled for student' teaching diringithe Spring 1976
se nester.

UPSTEP:STUDENT 1976 AND 1977 ASSESSMENT

IMPORTANT

1976

1977

(a) Developing an ability to get along
with different types of people

.

.

.

.

. ...... . ...

.

.

1977

1976

1977

100

100

100

85

92

88

100

86

50

78

67

100

57

79

83

18

50

89

63

53

62

79

93

100

100

85

100

95

93

100

100

90

100

88

100

93

100

100

89

79

50

78

83

53

67

53

100

100

69

75

100

100

(b) Develcping a fund of knowledge

useful in later life

1976

(c) Developing a sense of responsibility to

ParticiPate in

community and public
.

affairs

to develop and

(d) Developing an'ability

evaluate moral capacities, ethical

-

67

,

50

standards, and values

(e) Developing self confidence

potential.

''(f) Making the most out of,

.

,

.

,

(g)Developingibiunicationskills
Q.

(h) Dev!loping moral
and ,values .

,

.

,

and ethical standards
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. ... .

leadership skills . 11148111,011141
(i) Develop6g

A.

Have not taken methods.

8

Have taken at least one methods course.

C.

Current student teacher,

48
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in the Science
A follow-up study of undergraduates who have participated
1976.
Teacher .Preparation Program at the University of Iowa was begun in March

current UPSTEP Program
The goal was to receive information aimed at improving the
through feedback from past graduates.

This study was based on graduates from the

'Class of 1968 through the Class of 1975.

C

The follOwup study was sent to 161 persons.

Thirty-fourjercent of the -forms

able to be forwarded;
were returned completed; seven percent of the forms were not

with a letter
and,tWo percent of the recipients of theifollow-up study responded
follow-pp study.
explaining.Why it would be inappropriate for them to complete the
Ar.

Portions of this follow-up are included in this section.
Iowa and felt
Most of the past, graduates indicated a desire to stay in
abilities while
that teaching allowed them opportunities to use their-spedial
being creative and original.

Social status, prestige,.and salary were viewed

as relatively unimportar1t (Table 3).

Courses in science

experiences in student teaching, and teaching experi,

their teacher education.
ence were viewed as the most important components-of

Ratings of specific professional

educatioil courses are shown in Table 4.

Tea-

classroom (Table 5).
cher education was also seen as important outside of the
need for eight specific
Table. 6 indicates how UPSTEP graduates perceive their

UPSTEP program provided
skills and competencies and the extent to which the
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TABLE 3'

FACTORS INFLUENCING ACCEPTANCE OF CURRENT EMPLOYMENT
Somewhat
Upimportant

Highly
Unimportant

Omitted

0.0

0.0

20.7

0.0

Important

Somewhat
Importan

52.1

35.4

12.5

Opportunity to earn a
large salary

16.7

31.3

31.3.

Opport ity to be creative
and ori inal

47.9

31.3

20.8

0.0

0.0

8.3

25.0

20.6

45.9

'0.0

47,9.

37.5

12.6

0.0

16.7

45.8

33,-3,

4.2

14.6

47.9

25.0

10.4

2.1

18.8

39:6

29.1

10.4

2.1

advancement
Opportunity to exercise,
leadership

27.1

41.7

25.0

6.2

0.0

portunity to help and
serve others- ."

33.3

50.0

14.6

2.1

22.9

27.1

20.8

2.1

Adventure,

Cyportunity to:work:with
adults rather than children

18.8:

,10.4

16.7

45.8

8.3

current position than teaching 16.7

10.4

6.3

35.4

31.2'

29 2

8.3

8.3

2.1

52.1

12.5

20.8

18.8

37.5

10.4

14.6

20.8

25.

37.5

2.1

Opportunity to use special
abilities or, aptitudes
I

.

Social status and prestige.

OpportUnity to work with
people

e.

Opportunity to work with
things;, rather than people

Freedom from supervision by
others
Greater:,Opportunity, for .7

.

.

.

,Felt .betters prepared for

:Location (-.if,theemployer

Dissatisfaction with prtor.

-

0.0

.e41.100tIonar*k.Petiences
,

.-

Retirement% health
er'benefiti

-.0
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TABLE 14-

TZACilER EDUCATION EXPERIENCES USEFUL FOR CURRENT. POSITION

Essential Very
Useful

Oxteriences.in Educational

.

20.4

36.7

36.7

0.0

20.4.

46.9

14.

2.1

0.0

10.2

30.6

34.7

20.4

26.5

36.7

12.2.

4.2

38.8

26.5

14.3

18.3

2.1

26.5

26.5

22.4

16.3

8.3

6.1

MrchologY
ExVeriencen in Instructional
Media
etiences.1n Social FOun7
Ati946:of Education

-Did Not
Somewhat_ Not
Useful Have
Useful

16.3

24.

Pteriences in Teaching:
tlieUodEli
.

Otlid lint Teaching

'field

Vollc, Observation,.

1'1'11C:tie= (Other than
Otlideht 'reaching)

'4.
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TABLE 5
'IMPORTANCE OF-TEACHER EDUCATION' EXPERIENCES IN PERSONAL AND CIVIC LIFE

Highly
Important

.

Somewhat
Somewhat
Important. Unimportant

Developing an ability to
get along with different
,type of people

22.4,

4o.8

24.5

Developing social poise.

10.2

55.1

26. 5

18.4.

4o.8

Preparing for a satisfying
family life

6.1

Developing better speaking
habits

Highly
Unimportant

12.3

0.0

8.2

0.0

28.6

12.2

0.0

26.5

3Q ;6

34.7

2.1

22.4

49.0

20.4

8.2

0.0

8.2.

.38.8

22.4

30.6

Developing better speaking
habits

22.4

49.0

20.4

8.2

Developing leadership skills

16.3

51.0

18.4

14.3

0.0

4o.8

14.3

20.4

2.1

Developing a fund of knowledge.

useful in lateijife
d.

.

Omitted

_

.

.

.

.

Developing moral capacities,
ethical standards, and values

0.0,

Makingthe most
potential;
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TABLE 6

-

SELF-PERCEIVED SKILLS AND COMPETENCIES OF UPSTEP GRADUATES

Was UPSTEP Provt
sion Adequate?

Importance In Cuent Position'
Omitted

Yes

No

Omit

Highly
Import.

Somewhat
Import.

Somewhat
Unimport.

Highly
Ugimport.

Skill in selecting
and organizing
materials

55.1

34.7

2.1

4.1

4.1

.1

18.4

24.

Skill in technique
of instruction

55.1

26.5

6.1

8.2

4.1

5.1

24.5

20.

46.9

32.6

10.2

6.1

8.2

28.6

44.9

Skill in developing
work habits

30.6

.46.9

10.2

8.2

4.1

44.9

32.7

20.

Skill in developing
interpersonal rela
tionships

57,1

34.7

6.1

0:0'

2.1.

34.7

40.8

22.

40.8

46.9

8.2

0.0

4.1

57.1

18.7

24.

24.5

4.1

0.0

4.1,

51.0. 24.5

24.

63...3'

420

34.7

12.2

4.1

6.1

49.o

26,

Skill in group

managempt

J

.

Ability to profit

from suggestionsfor
nprovement
,

,.:Ability to evaluate-

(*. performance
,

,

Abil,#y to evaluate
the 'performanCe. of ,
_

..others-

\..

24.5,
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When asOd, "What, are useful 'aspects of the Teacher. Education Program with,

and civic life?", UPSTEP graduates ef 1968-1975 responded

regards to person

CIA

er\

with:

It,:

19%

No Response

*17%

The ability to interact with and commlinicatel with people

An increase in public speaking ability and poise

9%

The student teaching experierice

8%

Secondary and science methods experfepoes

6%

Being exposed to and working wiht all age levels of children

4%

The ability to write behavioral_ objectives

4%

Educational Psychology:

4%

concepts of motivation, rginforcement

Developing leadership qualities and discussion techniques

-

4%

.

.,,N aspect is applicable; I can't credit anything with the
program.

Inforpal and social contacts with prOfessors

Ability to study special interests
Lasting friendships which have deireloped from edUcation
program.

Ability to be and get organized
Introduction to. AV equipment and techniques

-s.

i

ability to relate to students as individuals - not in
the traditional teacher-student syndrome
.,

Other responses not directly related

When asked,

7%,

ilhat. are useful aspects. of the Teachdr. EduCation Program with
,

regardS.to' occupation
.

.

-.

n

.

.UPSTEP graduate of 1968-1975 ./4esponded with:,
.

,

.

.

No Response:,...

,..

5.

'

1

OV.

StudentteaChing-eXperienbe
Methods'

Very ,little from education program - -major and tinor

science areas of much more importance

6%

Working with and getting alOng:With other people

4%

Educational:Psybhology

4%

Ability:tO organize materials and programs

4%

Introduction to'the use of AV equipMent and techniquefC.

4%

Knowledge of educational:curricular materials.

4%

No aspect is applicable; can't credit anything to the
education program

qa:

'6%

Ability to cope with people'

Testing techniqUetH
Developing leadership qualities
%Abilitytoirelatelto*udentS,,.,
Self-confidence in .public speaking
Knowledge. of'how to use outside material.

Emphasis which was given to laboratory Use and, preparation
Plexability.of UPSTEpYrogram whiCh allowed-me to"--desigh

programsof interest to me
Pre-education practicum experiences

19g8=.19/5 graduates were:

asked, ."What specific aspects of the Teacher

Education-Program,should be,.changedV'

No Response
Student, teachineexperiences

Extend methods courses and:Arop the IntroductiOn to
Secondary Education-

21%
9%

25

.

.

gy requirement

Change or drop the Educational P

.1..

6%

More: case an4ysis of disciplinary problems that new teachers ;'
are apt Ito be confronted, with

Y

More instruction is needed regarding

to evaluate

!;-. 6%

More experi'euces in` working with low-ability-students
or unmotivated. students is necessary

The special problems of small town scliaolsand teaching
.situations ;should be dealtwith:

More instruction in the guidance field ,i,s needed
More, knowledge with regards to ipe types of educational
>
media is needed
More humanizing of 'course WOrk4'needed.
:

4,

jloreeXperience

ild centered

working with Children
environments dre,neceasary':

nesses 'of the

Ma3ce .pne=to=one:criticisms to discover

aassrooM on

individUa1 ia'heeded.prior to etering
our:own (without, being

More earli.experiencea.are needed in e
-

tion
.

More eXperience in individualizedlnstrnctiOn..:,
Greater emphasis should :be

.plaCe4OnM1dPsychology

.-0ther responses (not :directly related)

No changes necessary

The 1975=1978 Graduates
During the 1977-78 year, an addi

tween 1975-197
1978)

P

graduating bp-

were interviewed by two,lrisiting,professOrs (Novick.and Iore,

,These interviews centered on four major areas of the UPSTEP Program;

1) The value(of experiences, 2) University-field relationships, 3) TeacAing
views and practices, and 4) Inservice views.

tr

Int0iiriewees were asked to respond freely and as extensively as they wished.

Each audio-taped interview was 30-6' minutes long.

A selection of.questions

and responAelyis provided*
Thb 1975-78 graduate's were asked to rate the value of experience in teacher'

education courses:

:What specific eXperiences: do you:feel were helpful in developing
your potential as a-teacher? llow.have they been helpful? To
:what. extent?

PERCENTAGE OF GRADUATES RESPONDING
Past Graduates
n=17)

Kind of Experience,

Student Teaching
Methods -Clinical Experience
-SSTP:Summer Activity
Elementary Practicum
Methods Activities (in general).
Microteaching
Examination of Curricular Materials
Piagetian Tasks
History and philosophy. of Science
Development anct Use of Inquiry

76
53
24
24
29
12

Current Graduates

Total

(11:412)

58

69.

67.

59
14
31

6

42
33
33
8

--

8

.31

21
7
3
.3

3.

Mater iAls

Writing a Self-4nstractional
Module

.

It is evident that the field-based aspects of the program a
most usefUl by a majority of the graduates, both past and current.

phrases were

3

erceived as the
Descriptive

variety of classrooms, variety of clinical experiences, multiple

practicuma;' variety of-student teaching experiences, early field experiences, anything. that apProaches reality, flexibjility'.

a.

Did the lack of certain experiences limit your ability to
solve some, problem which you now face or have faced in your
teaching?
Now that you are a practicing jteacher, what kinds of new or
different activities would you recommend for our science
.

b.

c.
A

teacher education program?,
In retrospect, do you feel the science teacher edu0.gaon proless
gram should have place more emphasis on certain aread or
emphasis on others?

that UPSTEP
The general patternofreeponses to these questions revealed

mis'graduates.believe that many practical and traditional teaching skills are
sing

frciri:the.

program.

The major clustering of responses were

.

that

.

1) more large group strategies should be explored..

145% of all the graduates

intervieWeamentiOned'the need-for consideration of this topic.

The responses

.

(41%) and current graduwere rather evenly distributed between past graduates
ates (50%);
2)

and disCipline.,
more attentiOrv-to classroom management, control,

24% of

to be directed toward
the UPSTEP graduates suggested that greater attention needs

toward
classroom:manageMeht-atrategiee.i.. The distribution of responses were skewed
,

.

mentioning this factor;
past graduates (35%), with on1r8%:of the current graduates
and practical
3) more consideration of lesson planning, comparing curricula,
implementation procedures is needed

24%'ofthe graduates interviewed suggested
eclectic

that actual lesson planning utilizing

ricula and implementation methods were lacking in UPSTEP.

analysis of cur-

Thesresponses were

graduates (i7%)
alightlY-more frequent among past graduates (29%) than 'current
.,-..""

41'testing'and evaluation was jUdged:laCkingbYI.0%:Ofthe-respondents; all

theeeresPonses.were,from past graduates;

36.

28

Some things

5).All other areas mentioned were less frequent than 10%.

children's rights, demonstrations, AV

mentioned were:

kills, first aid, Mo-

tivation techniques, exceptional learners and actual.teaching.

The interview revealed that 38% of the graduates believed that too much
A slightly higher percentage'of

emphasis is.placed on individualization.

'current- 'graduates (42%) believed this than past graduates (35%)

0ther, minor,tliends.112ustrated were thatssat.graduates believed that UPSTEP

was too theoreticalj12%), ivhile-currentgraduates expressed some aissevAsfa

ion

171th'the humanrelations and transactional analysis emphasis (17%).

Ttihat did these professionef.courses provide for you as a teacher?
.
.

EducatiOnal Psychologl
FreahmanTeaChing PraCticum
Methoda'I and.
StUdent Teaching.

RespOnses to this quevtion are' clasSifiedAn a frequency table
indifferent and negative comments towarafthe course (see Table 7).

ositive
*Cog -nt.

teMariare notedforyeach course.
,TABLET
DISTRIBUTION OF COMMENTS REGARDING UPSTEP COURSES

.

Freshman Clinical
pcperience*

6

10
10 2

Meth Oas -I

Graduates
Current
Past

Graduates
Current
Past

6

Methods II

3

4

!

,

1

0

5

7

4.

3
6

0
1

2

12

gidi6WRhilfisoPhY of
SCience

v,-

no

.8

require

.

of,so

Graduates
Current
Past

1

9.

'Btudlilt Teaching

Negative

Indifferent

Positive

Course

2

2
2

4

3

,2

2

1

(lents, therefore responses were limite .
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The'FreShman Clinical Experience was deemed valuable, but the need for clo7
ser integration of goals' and thefield,explrience-Was-cited.

Seme7concern-was

expressed regarding the value of observing elementary children in non-science
learning situations.

The methods courses received.Varied assessment; generally,. they were valued,
but the graduates believed tb,e,courses were.too one-sided, i.e., too heavy on
individualization.

A slight concern regardingthe over emphasis of human rela-

tions training was apparent with current graduates.

The field experiences were

cOnsistently mentioned as positive atributes and graduates encouraged the use of
varied content, grade level, teaching strategy, etc. in field experiences.
Student teaching - comments generally referred to the intern's placement with

a suitable. C9Operating teacher.

Philosophy of Science courses received dipolar assessment; genthat courses interesting as an academic experience, but not

Airently0,elevant to teaching.

Responses tend to become more positive in teachers

more effort needs'to beexpended on integrating
the teaching.

aolnateere:41,s9 SSkedto.rank-otqer some, aspects of.the UpSitY program
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TABLE 8

RANK ASPECTS OF VPSTEP PROGRAM
Number of Citations

Aspect

Rank 1
1.. Student Teaching
.

3.

Methods

5

2'

2

4

4

2

1

SSTP

2

Clinical Experience

6.

Interpersonal relationShips betweep Interns
.(
and'Inetruetora

2

Preparation of.self-dnptruCtional module

1

T.

9.

1

2

5.

Looking at curricula

Rank 3

12

4. .History and Philosophy of Science

:8.

Rank 2

2

'

2

Flexibility of field,experiences

10. :Designing. lab experiences.

SATICtapefv-

Ekposure to nontraditional creative ways of
teaching acience
idealism and philosophy of teaching
1

Elementary practicut
Requirement of broad science background
Lesson planning

experiences stand out as.the aspects of greatStudent teaching and field-based
'A number of global aspects which were mention(
idt. value to.the sample intetviewed.
modules (7, 8, 10, 11,
J6,-9134, 16) shOUld be noted, as well as some specific
cited six
The History and Philosophy of Science .courses were
12,"17218, -and
interns.
-indicatiOi that they have. some impact,on the_UPSTEP
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COmMents regarding the degree otintegratiori between the university -baatd
Component of UPSTEP and the field-based component, were varied'and appeared to indieate a difference between current and past graduates. regarding the integration
'-wittlin and between courses.,-The following generalizations appear to be supported
.by UPSTEP - graduates:
1.

Methods I. has sound integration between classroom modules and field ex.-

periences as judged by.both current and past graduates.
A majority, of UPSTEP graduates believe that general program integration'

needs to bdAmproved, with current graduates being more negative regarding integration than past graduates.
A general concern was expressetthat Athods did not accurately reflect
the reality of most science classrooms.'

Some specific comments which provide insight regarding the degree ofintegra-

tion'between university classroom activities'and field experiences were made by
c.

the following interviewees:
6.

In student teaching there was a gap between the real world and the excithings in methods, I believe that the reason for this is.notthe cooPer-

sting teacher but rather constraints of facilities and time.'
.

.

Yek,...at:timaa, particularly in Methods I; but I felt a need for more

varied exposure.
MOre in -class follow -up and pee000haring needed.'

181: Not at all,' I was a.puppetof the school systet and could'notapply.
.

what I 1e0npAjt thy, university..

:Methods I was:Very7:gobd, but did:not match with student teaching.

40
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22: ;Most closely as a freshman, but professors Could be moreinvolved in the
field based. experiinces.
23:

No, except.tOr microteaching in Methods II.

44:

No, university program and expectation6 did not match. reality..

- 26:

Not much integration, too stuch on fixed modulesi in order to integrate
clinical experiences special seminars'are'needed.

28:

Not aligned well; Methods did not give mechanics of teaching; but wer4
designed to'define our thoughts on what kind of teacher we want to be.

Analysis of the interviews regarding the relative contributions of the Methods.
instructors, university supervisors and cooperating teachers yielded that twenty
seven of;the:

Of the twenty seven

enty nine graduates had formulated an opinion.

statements three graduates equated some. contributions rather than ranking the con_

tributions completely.

Table 9 presents a sulinary of the relative rankings:
TABLE 9

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE RELATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS
TEACHERS
MADE by METHODS INSTRUCTORS,'UNIVERSITY SUPERVISORS, AND COOPERATING

^

Graduates

Relat;ve Rank Assigned
Second
First
Current
Past
Current
Past

Methods
Instructors
yersity
sore
'Cooperating
Teachers?

..3

10

3

Third
Past

Curwt

-4

2

5

5

11

4

2

2

Inspection. of the table indicates thatUPSTEP graduates generally value the
andhe
and.thecontributions made by
contributions made by cooperating teacher's
graduates indicates
universityguperlrisOrs least. Closer inspection of the recent
has
been
assigned
slightly
thatftheOontributionp of the university supervisors
Meier value than the contributions of the Methods instructors.
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TWO-of thepest graduates (12%) and three of the current graduates (25%)

.

.

interviewed expressed, an overall negative reaction to the stnt teaching experT

,ience.

While a number of interviewees were satisfied with supervisor-student teacher
relationship, a-significant number (38%) felt the frequency of the supervising
activity was inadequate. 'Perception of the cooperating teacher-student-teacher
relationship was mixed and seemed to depend mainly on the degree of personal
rapport generated.

The,followIng.summarizes the various perceptions of the desiied roles of

the personnel involved in the student teaching experience:
Classroom management an

dooperating teacher:
Methods instructor:

esources; control

provides realistic picture of today's classrooms;
in4lairy skills;research base for enlightened teaching;
concrete, practical resoutces; control and motivation
techniques; teaching skills and strategies

University supervisor:

liaison between university and cooperating teacher;
trouble shooter; advisor 'to student teacher're:
o,
problems, planning, ideas.; evaluator

with
Generally, an ad1.4t open relationship with all involved is desired,
increased freedom of action for the student-teacher.
consistency in terms of which personnel should be res

ment of teaching and maiagment skills.

There seems to be little
sible for the develop1/2

There is a general perception of a gap

school
between what is learned in Methods seminars. and the demands of the real

of frustration
situation 'and to some of the interviewees, this has been a source
durillg student-teaching.

One measure of' suceess may be thestudent's commitment

science educeto education asevidencedty their desire to continue their own
tion.

42
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TABLE 10
:%11.Cg/ITAGE OP.INTERVIEWEES SAVING PLANS FOR,POST-GRADUATE WORK IN
EDUCATION °

a
''Past Graduate

OUrrent.Graduates

total

-214
67%
'41%

a
One past graduate has plans for post-graduate-work in a science content
ea.

Two past gradUates wish to gainequalification for teaching at the junior

allegl.elrel

NOt the current graduates explicitly stated they plan to do a doctorate
it science edue-at
e/Dinic)na

as to where 'in-service work should be conducted were divrded and

Qwed .no ,.3.ea.r pattern.

lerallY UPSTEP GradUates1 descriptions of ideal learning situations. Were

orl."1"d toward varying degrees of individualization (self-paced, open inquiry,

loOdePtcesterSd).

These views are 'generally tempered-by ,an awareness' of class-

:

iopt0q.natraints and the'need for some degree of structure.

oreltebeni

The generally pro.-

of the descriptions would seem to indicate that most of the inter-

elreeft concur with the philosophy of teaching stressed in UPSTEP, despite their

itic,ISbOUtthe lad of exposure to a variety of teaching strategies.

fdeesressedby UPSTEP Graduates

7.

C4411,4tiontal responses with varied degrees of perception; pre-poet labs

¢?t'clear1r related to inquiry approach; do not in general view demonstrations
00,A 41110hle:fteaching tool; no extensive use of inquiry--appear to haye very
J,OW4L,*'45.rking:Aefinitions of inquiry which involves individualized student --

centered learning; frequently cite large classes and kids' demands for answers.
ti

as reasons_forhot using, Do not leCture frequently- -chief purpose to convey
information and explanatio

-frequently conducted a

lecture - discussion;. loops

infrequently used--films more freqUent but not, in general, as an integral part

of the curriculum; most have some form of project work--varying from extra credit
reports to investigating phenomena; very few.things considered to be innovative.
How is Assessment Done?
Generally, a mis of standard techniques and kinds of examination questions.
Not rigid in criteria for evaluation in the lab (interest, lab reports); not
4

rigid 'n overall evaluation criteria; do not see degree of involvement of students
,

as feedback'information on the quality of their teaching.
,

What Curriculum Are You Using?

Generally using traditional or "alphabet course" texts and not unhappy with
them.

A number produce additional materials.. One had developed own self-paced

materials on _At& scale.

-.Generally, not content knowledge bound--have broader

goala-inclucling process and affective areas..

Generally -do not suggest salient

areas of, difficulty in student understanding.

Most do not use the idea of a

model'as a central idea in their science teaching.
Other Measures
4v

Several standardized measures were administered to 1977-78 UPSTEP Graduates
at the completion'
Science (Tous, 1961),

student teaching.

These included the Test on Understanding
(SAI, 1970), and Tennessee

ence Attitude Invento

Self- Concept Scale (1965)
An inspection of the

OUS i:Ovrages (Table 11) indicates that they are accept.

ably high; and when compar d to the norms provided; the total TOUS mean (48.57)

44
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ranks :at the 99th percentile (based on grade 12 norms).

The UPSTEP Graduates'

erstanding about the scientific enterprise (scale 1) is reasonable as they
IllOatedon the.aVerage 15.36'out of-a-Possible 18; while their understanding
aboirt.scientists (scale 2).Was slightly loWer, averaging, 14.21 out:of a possible

18.

The graduates:averaged 19..00 out of's. possible 24 on understanding about

the methods.and aims of science (scale 3).
Table 12 illustrates that current UPSTEP Graduates have a positive attitude
`toward science on intellectual, (knowledge about nature of science), emotional
(reaction to science),

total scales demonstrating average scores of 70.0 out

of-90 65,2 out of 9

35.7 out of 186.
COncept ds.s. (Table 13) indicated that the :average:

The Tennessee

each-seale for':6e.nnrrent graduates of ,UPSTEP fall below the reported

'values

,

.

'means (Fitts, 1965).,

The UPSTEP average for self-identity falls more than two

standard deviations below the report9d mean.

LikewiSe these values are noticeably

lower than reported by Pizzini (1973) for both UPSTEP students and a control group.
TABLE 11
TOUS DESCRIPTIVE DATA AND STATISTICS
ON 1977-78 IOWA-UPSTEP GRADUATES

Understanding
About The Scientific Enterprise

Understanding
About
SCientists

-

Standard
Deviation

,

Highest Possible Score

Total Understandding of Science

and. Aims of

Science

,

Mean

Understanding
About Methods

15.36.

14.21

19.00

48.57

2.30

1.72

3.31

5.26

18

18

60

37

TABLE 12
SAI-DESCRIPTIVE DATA AND-STATISTICS
ON 1977-.78 IOWA-UPSTEP GRADUATES

.
:

Emotional Scale

.Intellectual Scale

Standard Deviation
Total Possible

.8.50

7.82

)

135.7

65.2

,70.0

Mean

Total Scale_

,

180

90

9g;

'114..14f

TABLE 13

TENNESSEE SELF-CONCEPT DESCRIPTIVE DATA AND STATISTICS ON
1977-78 IOWA-UPSTEP GRADUATES

MoralSelf Ethical

'Physical

ean

Personal
Self,,,,;.

54.07

58.86

58.43

Standard
Devia
tbma

Family
Self

60.14

Self
Identity

Social
Self

60.00

SelfSelfSatis- Behavior
faction

100.79

95.14

93.57

Self- :belf,A.,
Esteeip

cism
30.14

6319.64

10.70

In April, 1976, students currently enrolled in the

EPprogram were re-

,

quested to complete an UPSTEP Assessment Questionnaire.

Information obtailled
.

.

.

Students..enrolled in

from this Assessment Questionnaire is reported for

.

he

,

4

.UPSTEP-program and has been subdivided into.tbreecalegories representing those,
who have not yet taken a'methods Course; these AtUdents',Who'haVe taken',
-

.

"

or were currently enrolled in a Methods course during:theSirthg,:i976 semesteri
.

J

a

and those students who were enrolled for studenteaching.diring,the Spring 1976
seinester.

UPSTEP STUDENT 1976 AND 1977, ASSESSMENT

IMPORTANT

1976.

1977

) Developing an ability to get along

with different types of people

1976

1977

1976

1977

100

100

100

85

92

88

100

86

50

78

67

100

(b) Developingl fund of knowledge
useful in later life

A

(c) Developing a sense of responsibility to

larttclpate in Community and public

#f0

83

50

89

78

57

79

53

62

79

63.

93

100

100

85

100

'95

93

100

100

90

100

88

100

93

100

79

100

89

50

78

83

53

67

53.

75

100

'100

100

69

'

(d) Developing an;abiliq

to diVelop and

evaluate moral capacities, ethical
.

.

67

,

50

14)00;i:04:values
(e) Developing self confidence
I.

(f) Making

themosfoutofl potential.

.

,

»

1

0,I,

I

(g)levelopingunicationskillS

(h) Developing

andyalues

(i)

;moral and ethical standards
,

.

..

DeyeloOinileadephip skills . V*

..

.....

I

4

A,

Have not taken methods.

8.

Have taken at least one methods course.

C.

Curren; student teacher,

0

0

100

48

TABLE 15

STUDENT ASSESSMENT

provided for each,
Indicate whether the UPSTEP teacher education program adequately

Is Provision

Adequate?

(a) Skill in selecting and organizing materials

(b) Skill In technique of instruction

;.Skill in group management ......

,

.

.

.

. :

Skill in developing irk habits

Skill in developing intOpersonal,relationshi0

.

(f) Ability toi profit from suggestions for improvement

.

1977'

1976

1977

10977

1976

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

53%

88%

57%

541

33%

31%,

81%

63%

75%

86%

'67%

17%

50%

53%

75%

36%

58%

0%

47%

.50%

36%

58%

0%

29%,

82%

79%

88%

100%

100%

100%

94%

89%:,

160%

100%

92%

100%

88%

89%

88%

93%

92%

83%

84%

88%

86%

.50%

67%.

1976

.

o
(g) Ability to evaluate own performanCe

h) Ability to evaluate the performance of others

.

76%

,

Have NotTaken Methodi,

taken at least one methods course.

urrent Student Teachers..
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4o

The-AJPSTER Student-Profile Report iaa.:sui;Maryofrselected informatips rg'-'
-

.

_

.

:

.

.

,

..

.

-the-abiIitiea=of
:abilities=
aatUdentWhO
wereenr011eCin the UPSTEP. Program for
-.

the

.

academic Years 1975-76.and 1978-79 in relation to the University4:44:!ibAonal
state norms for theAACT Battery.

The data in this report

era

011eeted in

order:tO,evaluatethe'caliber:of students drawn to the

TWScience Teacher ),0

Education Program.

s1the changes that::

V.

These data are being analyzed to

oecUrduring'the UPSTEP years and.-..tO develop wayai.

'

whicirthe UPSTEP Prbgram can

more effectively tailored to fit the needs and interests of science students

entering/the Univeraity ofIowa.
Where available

national andTavia.resulta have been.. included to enable Com-

parisons with students enrolled at ot4er'colleges
and universities throughout
ir
the nation.
.

.

.

Thamationaldata cited

reportare

"

new students enrolling at

.:_collegesand,.UniverSities throughout :the nation:in the.Fall of 1975 and 1978.

This

.

.

.

infOrMatiOnwas'obtained'through t

-

ion.andExamination -Service, the Uni-

4/4

ova:

ReferenceEvta:nstate "datalave been obtained through the'same

are results based on all collegeboundatudentaan the state of Iowa.
illit,t00k:t1WACT'Battery:hetweell OctOber,H1974.-and April, 1975-and in 1976t78.

fieferenceatoliercentile ranks on ACT Battery:tOr.tfle University of iowa are

based:on.stlidentsenterantithaUniversitT,Of-Iawa in September 1975through 1978.
The data,presented here regarding the UPSTEP Program are an update of previously reported ACT scores. and student' enrollment.

The earlier data may be

,found 'in Technical Report 8, Baseline Datc;-Concerning Science Teache.Education

page 54.

1.6..aVidendedbythisupdatai*tha',,UPSTEP Program continues to attract

1

exceptional students.

The fact still'iemains that due to the high caliber of

participants in the UPSTEP Program, the students involved have had and continue
o

to have a wide range of professional choices available to them.

This is one of

the factors iuencing the drop out rate as the sciehce education sequende progresses.

Comparison ACT scores for all students in the UPSTEP Program and new

freshmen are shown in Table 16.

Relative rankings of UPSTEP students for.

.3, 5

%1978 are-shown

in

Figures 2 and 3.

Standard Scores on ACT. Battery,

B = 1976-78

A = 1973-75

MATHEMATICS

ENGLISH

22

21

24

4

*

SOCIAL STUDIES

COMPOSITE

NATURAL SCIENCE

A

B

A

B

24

22

26

25

24

23

23

6

6

5

6

4

5

7

.26

r

OTOS00.041,11

22

22

27

25

25

29

28

26

28

5

6

4

4

5

.5

5

27

25

24

26

26

27

4

4

4

.4

5

ts with indicated

t0004#0 major
1, N,494:

* for VPSTEP Students; A = 1975-76 B = 1978-79

/6

yo

a

Comparison of the Mean ACT Scores
with Means..of Other Groups
Soc -St:

Sci:

Compotite

29
28

27
26
25

24

23;
22
21

-01*

aie

20
19

%%fhb.

lib

_o

18

17
16
15

)al Mean:
Mean:

it Mean:

IR. 2

8.9

L1A__

Loa

&a_

3P *an :

273

AA&

24,1

xi.
23.s:

56
Nation as as mi

State:0.--o.D

Lod:

UPSTEP:

p,,.). 1978

an ACT Scores
Comparison of the
with Means of Other Groups

Mh

Soc. St.

Composite

N. Sci.

26

25
24
23
22
21

20
19

18
I

miessimmelminut minuelmummul

17
16
15
14
13

12

21.1
National Meari:

1,S44

State Mean:

local Mean:

25:2

Upstep Mean.:

L.,041-;--t.7..

,

-

'24:s
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SATIC'(Figure 4) (Schlitt and Abraham, 1973) is a checklistinstrument which
measures the type and amount of verbal behaviors exhibited by a teacher during
a lesson.

It provides no, value judgments in itself but can be interpreted in

light of teaching goals.

SATIC vfis designed solely.to provide feedback and not

as a research instrument.
In the 'UPSTEP program, SATIC is introduced via a self-instructional module

and students are expected to use SATIC during every clinical experience.

During

early clinical activities, studentS are encouraged to work on changing the frequency of only one behavior at a time.

Later, a full analysis of each lesson is

expected.

Since SATIC is a meaure of verbal behavior, behaviors are easily o&ded from
tapes of a students lessons.

UPSTEP students code themselves,;deter4ine what they
gt at edcgoais'.

are doing in a classroom, and then compare thise,ctivity.

>

in changing ter

Suchfeedback and self-evaluation should be very OfeCtA:
behaviors.

The

ity to use SATICkris develope4.:mosif

iy during WthoU 1.1,0

J.P.,41'.

.

.

.

In MethOde II, students approa4teaChi

Desirability of specific behaviors on the S

behavibib 'from Oviseerch
IGH "iii itivmient a

.

evaluaied

,

of research
research: evidence as to-their effect on students
goals.

'

From this, Methods II students develbp a

d co

ired to bPSTEP

siied?pattermof behaviots.

and attempt.. to implement it. (While SATIC ddes:not:retain'infdiMation aboutte=:

;

!"

qUenceof behaviors; it doesalloW : some ideit,of spquending:Bince,
.contains only a fraction.of the to'

nuth:Oet'llfAiffei.e,"AtPSAT,TC

categorie00
Since UPSTEP

are frequently

atteipting. figi

alter spec if

r

Jt

-1
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_

or patterriCof behavior,-the?SATIC.results of'thOse lessons become difficult
The data in Table
17
e,

to interpret.

bpi inetance, indicate that 1976-78 grad,

uateaare atist as.direetiY 'while.student teaching as they were a year earlier

inMethods I.:.They also

sk abbgt the same number of questions but do have a

hiiher,/nteraction Inder, an indication that they are responding to students

The,presentanalysis 4S:very-itcomplete because of the lack of compilation
-of data for,14e 1978 and the overall, small numbers.

,oad. ot,. look

Efforts are also being

at specpIc behaviors rather than groups of behaviors.

Students

ionally been 'encouraged to modify the SATIC to suit their own needsa.

-a.sittatiOnNet tioesnot make group analysis any easier.

hne-

udent4 have'not.always felt positive about SATIC (Table 18), we feel

'ttat daa.restilt;.6f1uSingdATIC., our students have become More capable of dbjec
,

'4.

.

tiaive self evahuation of verbal behavior'and can better suggest changes and im-

Sinceaelk,evaluation is an important goal of the UPSTEP program,

provements
:

-

`this edlows. us

tviette:model our goal's while still insuring that students

':.-70ie'.gettW:oreedback oncEtheir teaching.

This modeling has caused some of our

students, to trY.,Various forms, of self-assesSment and evaluation with

decithAtr studemtl, proyiding.a cooperative venture rather thawa unilateral

sion

onthe part: ot the teacher.

Figure.4

SATIC* Coding Sheet

47
Date:

Topic:

Interaction Index

Observer:

Total I
ITOTALDIPERCENTAGES

'TALLY MARKS

TEACHING BEHAVIORS

Initiatory (talking)
1. Lectures or givea.directioni.

:2. Makes-statement or asks
rhetorical question,'

Initiatory (guesticming)
1.. Asks short-Answer question.

4. Asks extended- answer question.

Total

14.

Res- ondin_ (teacher-centered)
5. Rejects student comment, answer

t

:

-

!

or question.
6. Accepts student comment. or answer.

:

!

I. Confirms Student Comment or answer.
.

.

IL. Ripeateistudent commentOr answer.

9. Clarifies or interprets what
student said.

.

I

1
:

.

O. Answers student questioh.

4
,

ii5,
...

,,

!

.

:.

Responding (student-centered)
11. AskslitUdent to clarify or
elaborate.

12. Uses,studentquestion or idea.
13.

14.

Total R

*A system

of

teacher evaluation devised by -Dorothy-M. SchZitt and Michael Abraham

TABLE 17
1i,

,

,

.

iMEAN SATIC WOMB (IN PERCENTS) AND INTtRACT4101 INDEX
BY CLASS AND' GRADUATION DATE

t-%

A

B

0

0 :59

11

49

0.84

47

0,55

8

46

o.93

36

0.57

10

46

0.80

A*

B*

28

33

19

25

Student Teaching

Methods II

Methods I

.

A

B

C \

15

32

0.84

20

38

0:77

24

34

0.72

,

R 1977

.

,

(N=11)
1

1978
(N=6)

R 1976 -78

i

'(N=21)

Teacher-directiond and evaluation (Categories 1,

, 7)

Teacher Questions (SATIC Categoriei 3, 4,'11, 12)
Interaction Index (Categories 5,- 12 ), a measure of

177-74
Teacher Response versus Teacher Initilion

TABLE 18

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO:

-Has thauSeof SATIC proVen to be valuable-for you (if the instrument was Used,
n any of your courses)?

Past
Graduates
(n=11

Positive
Qualified Poditive
Negative

Current
Graduates

Total

(n=12)

71=5)

55

-33

143

.9

17

13

36

Summary and Conclusions

The owa,UFSTEP Model has grown and developed over the last nine years.
many respects the model matured-in 1975.-- the last year 'for developmental support
from the National. Science Foundation.

Currently, support is provided by a grant

piCItup.:prograMfrOM the Iowa Board of Regents and an additional'five year grant
from,: NSF emphasizing'the development and formative evaluation of teacher educatiori
-

modules.

a

The evolution of lowaUPSTEp.hasbeen fairly rapid with significant, changes'
each year through 1977.

Whap)began as a relatively._ conventional program is now
-

a fOUr7yeari clinically oriented:science teacher preparation program providing
undergraduates 'With early opportunities to deal with realities of science tea
,

ching.

Tbese early opportunities allow an equally early commitment to science

63
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The descriptive evidence indicates a number of strengths of the Iowa-UPSTEP
program:

Cooperating teachers have extensive and varied teaching experience
and strong content preparation;
2.

o A

A-hudle-gus.of nearly 18 cooperatinirteacheriew-themselves-as-"UPSTEP-Cooperating Teachers" and specifically request UPSTEP students;

UPSTEP students seem to.be developing a common orientation in their
philosophies of education, indicating that the program is having
more than a cognftiVe impact;
-Student do see teaching as providing opportunities to be, creative and
original;

Experience in professional education courses of the UPSTEP program are
viewed as important by the students;
S ihat they learned in the UPSTEP program is viewed by, graduates as being

important 'outside the classroom;

Field experiences of the UPST4P program are perceived as valuable by
students and cooperating teachers;
The program is seen as.flexible, humanistic,-and.experiential;
History and philosophy of science. components are seenloypast graduates.

10.

Methods I and classroom modules axe Seen as integrated;
holistic, humanistic views of science and teaChing;:

12.

MOst students plan on some form of graduate program;,
Students want toA.mpiement individualired.programs;-

51

14,

UPSTEP graduates rank very high on their understanding of science;

15

UPSTEP students Ifixe a high positive attitude toward science7i'

16.

The program is attracting high-caliber students as evidenced by ACT scores;

17.

Students are competent at systematic, objective self-evaluation;

18.

Teaching behaviors are approaching the norms desired by theUPSTEP staff;

19.

UPSTEP students'do develop a research-based'rationale for teaching;

20.x UPSTEP students do feel a lot of comradeship with other students as
well as with staff;
21.

UPSTEP has.an early, varied, and extensive field experience;

22.

Capstone, courses in Socio-Biology, Applied ChemiStryand Physics,

field experiences in Earth Science and. EnvironmentaI.Education are provided;
23.

UPSTEP graduates are in demand by schook systems.

Weaknesdes in the UPSTEP program include:
1.

A higher - dropout, rate (about 50%) than we would like;

2.

Not all students view the Methods experience and its components as

Students feel that some critical teaching skills are insufficient in the
I

program.

c.
d.

These include:

large group strategies'and management;
classroom control and. discipline;
leSsOn:planning;
test design;.
hOW to,l,ecturei

much emphsis is placed on individualization;

UPSTEPIstudentsare,_not as Positive.about self-evaluation as we would

52

History and Philosop

of Science are not seen as intAral components

of the program and are not always viewed as having direct application
in the Classroom;
.

Equipment use and maintenance skills are not.adequately stressed;
Staff always seem to be "two years" ahead,of'what they have recordedon paper and this isfruitrating to all concerned.

Overalls we feel the Iowa-UPSTEP program has been highly successful and is
,.
a model teacher educatIon program.'. Current students feel relatively positive
.about the program and their.experiences.and post-graduates seem, to be highly
competent teachers.

The UpSTEP Program will continue to tes ond to studentS whil striving for
--,excellence arrd positive growth - -Just as we hope UPSTEP students will

APPENDIX A

Appendix A.
'Findings and Redommendations
of Two Visiting Profesibrs

Based on our direct experience with UPSTEP, reading research studies,
articles, modules, publications, and grant proposals, related to UPSTEP;

sampling data :from OS= teaching assistants and-graduates, and 4iscusalone. with UPSTEP staff and cooperating teachers, the following findings

and recommendations were generated:

Field Experiences

The early, varied, and extensivi-fiel

xperiences of Iowa-UPSTEP

seems to be the prograt's strongest and most unique attribute.

Maintain-

ing the variety of grade levels and teaching strategies to which UPSTEP
interns are exposed is of prime importance.

The inclusion of the SSTP,

elementary school, jUnior high school, and senior higkadhool practice,
.

provides an experiencial spectrUM which may be_unique to IowaUPSTEP.
Several refinements of these experiences may increase their effectiveness:
1) assuming' that each intern encounters diverse teaching strategies in

the field; 2) enlisting a cadre of supportive and illustrative coopera

ting teachers; 3) reorganizing the time schedule so that each clinical
_experience falls early in the term.
.

If additional clinical eXperiences

y

become featable,Ain experiente.with retarded Children, in cooperation with
thellniversity Hospital School should be considered;;

Interpersonal Relations

The positive rapport between UPSTEP staff and interns is a character.

68
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40tic too often missing in academic inetitutlops.

It is encouraging to

ti

note. that. interns have:developed a similar rapport in their classrooms.

Informal discussion, generally open office doors, and casual socials
could be continued and facilitated whenever possible..

.

'

Development of Personal Goals for Science Teaching
A distinct thread woven through the fiber of rowa-UPSItO is the effort
to encourage and facilitate the developMent by interns.Of their own person.al goals for science instruction.

Although this effort may not win imme-

diate acceptance;.it is valued by the'Interns later. -Several factors appear_
4

.

to contribute to this.succees: lthe exposure to various strategies, grade
levers, type of students; 2), significant concern for this issue across cour)

see, including the History and Philosophy of Science-component of the pro,

.

.

.

gram.

Postible extension to the elementary practicum is worthy of explora-

tion.'

The HiStOry and Philolophy of Science Courses could have greater im-:

pact if -'they were to explore practical classroom.applications of their cam,

tent,jdeas
nature of

,proiessett.

interns generally believe that exploring the

the scientific enterprise, and contemporary science issues

are interesting and of value to themselves; however, many do not see anyAliz
rect:classrOom application in this area.

-
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Survival Skills

Ammary observation reports by student teaching supervisOrs,,together
with interview responses of UPSTEP graduates 'strongly indicate a need, to

strengthen the MITI' program in the general science area of,large,-,.roup
teaching, which is the predominant instructional mode of student teachers
and recent graduates.

'Consideration shOuld be given to thefollowing areas (the order is
not-intended to-convey relative importance):'
teaching sulier-

1m GrOqp,questiOnning skills and strategies(
N.---J%

a

visors consistently cited this area as weak.
2.

3.

Group discussion strategies.-

These should include:

a.

pre-14h - lab - poit-lab discussiOn,

b.

lecture demonstration,.

c.

large groUp Inquiry discussion,

Classroom management-discipline.

Interview responses strongly

indicate that this area should be the primary responsibility of the
'cooperating -teacher jnghe student teaching. experience.

Aild*OvisUalmachine.skills.

"Ipwred:

1:

of Vie

verSity-based experiences.

%edits' d

Some interns;

duriligtheirStudent-teaching eXpe'rience.

Sequir.
However'.

At present these are not adequately

recomtAend that.:4:PnelFir'twd'Semester hour. course in the

axtment

:he iticorporatedanclhe UPSTEP program. This course
40

'V

o
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should.deal with machine skills

material selection and vroduction,

and classroom
i
Selection and adaptation of widely used curriculum programs and

5.

materials.

There'are two pointsof view re&tding a rationale for

instructional planning activities7he first emphasizes the devel,

opment of,fairly original materials whfie the second emphasizes the
:selection and adaptationAaf commercial and curriculum p:to4ect meterY4

?;.

..

Ult. We feel that most beginning- teachers will usethe latter and
should therefore be at least knowledgeable about the strengths.and

weikneesesOf the'major curricular programs in their teaching field.,
...

.

o','

,

IntervieKteeponses indicate

'C PraCtical eyaluation techniques.

haemoat-UPSTEP graduates concentrate oktOutineAaper-and-pe;iciL
1

.

.

''''

.

.

,,,.

nonzconyea7''
testing.. Astivities should be generated which:emphasize
'or
.

.

P

.

.

ti

,

.

"'(;('

'tional evaluation techniques (such as.observatibnalChecklistel- lab

.

praciicals, problem situation04 as well' as. simplified statistical

techniques for analyzing,classroom teats.

University Field Integration
IF:Pgraduates value the contributions

ade-bV the illlX0erienceS

significantly more than any other component of the program; likewise they
more highly than
value the contribution made by the cooperating teachers
university superthe university professors and significantly more than the
visors.

Informal observations indicate thai the student-teaching field

experience involves minimal professorial time 'commitment.

Interview re-

supervisor's role other than as
sponses alsoindicate that the university

aneihivator, is generally perceived to be a Minor one.
observations, it appears to

In view of these

us that Iowa-UPSTEP should take steps to

clarify the roles and responsibilities of the field experience supervisors.
We propose the following suggestions for consideration:
4.

the university-b sed UPSTEP activities need to more accurately

-reflect the rear
change them.

riving to

s of today's public schools, whi

The present UPSTEP program tends to o

r-e

hasize a

single instructional strategy which is not frequently us d in many
of our public schools.
IA

Increased attention to other nstructional

strategies, i.e., group inquiry; pre-lab, lab, post-tlab; lecture;

multi-media and demonstration-discussion, and specific survival
skills will increase the' credibility of university experiences and
personnel.
2.

The identification, selection, and development of a cadre of di-

verse and

fective cooperating-teachers is needed to increase the

effectiveness and compatibility of clinical experiences placements.
At -present UNIgTEP doei not devote enough effort to achieve optional

clinical placementsljappropriate experiences and'personality conflicts have occurred too frequently.

:a.

An effort to'locate,educate, and reward specific cooperating

.teaciervis UPSTEP staff assocassociates in key schools has potential..
b.

The development of regular workshops and socials with coopera-:,
teachers may improve the 'harmony and effectiveness of university-

school interactions.

At present many of the cooperating teachers do

not know one another or UPSTEP staff members.

Also many cooperating

,,
teachers are uncertain of their responsibilities

and

7

tech.ques appropriate to effective aline
3.

pion."

TJPSTEP needs to allocate more orPfess rial:,time tsa dir

vision of the field experiences.

Ideall

the role of-university

\ supervisor should be eliminated and the duties reallpcated to the

university professor and cooperating teacher, thus simplifying the
player model to:'

/

illP STEP

\Interns

1

TJPSTEP
ProfessOT

Cooper -`

ating
Teachers

.-_,./1
..../
The simpler model would hive fewer and 'shorter lines of communications,
thus improving the integration and rapport, between university and
field.

Clot;er associati

/with

the field exnerience would facilitate

meaningful follow -up and sharing of experiences..

APPENDIX B
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Iowa-UPSTEP Publications

Status

Modules

November

1978)

IntroduCt6y UPSTEP. Seminar (97:110)
I-A.

Trial ed. printed 11/78

CoMmUnicating Scientific Ideas'

- .What is Science?

- Who am I, and Where Do I Go From Here?

Elementary Teaching Practicwn (75:91)
II-A.

Understanding the Child

Trial ed. printed 11/76

II-B.

AcApity-Centered Teaching of Science

Trial ed. printed 11/76

Introduction to Secondary Education (7S:100)
111441.: The'Emergence of the Secondary School

Trial ed. printedj2M

The-Changing Adolescent

Trial ed. printed 2/78

Goals, ObjectiVes4 and. Competencies

Trial ed.fprinted 3/78

New Direction::: foi Secondary-Schools

Trial ed. printed 5/78

III-E.

Preparing to Teach

Trial ed. printed 10/78

III-F.

The Teacher at Work

Trial ed. printed 10/78

Career-Alternatives Within the SchoOl

Proposed

Career Alternatives Outside the School

Proposed

//1-C.
'/IT-D.

Educational Psychology (7P:5)

4

Child Growth and-Development

Proposed

IV-B.

Theories of Learning

Proposed

/7/..C.

Introduction to Student Evaluation

Trial ed. printed 8/77

IV -D.

Social Foundations of Schools and Communities

Proposed

IV-E.

Theories of Personality

Proposed

The Role of the Teacher

Proposed _'

Personalized Teaching and Learning (75:151)
14-A.

-14.B.

IndividualizingInstruction

Rev. ed. printed 10/78

Developing a 'Self-Instructional Module

Rev. _

5

ed. printed 3/78

;,,

.
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..

,-

bra' Classroom Behaviors

Rev. ed. printed 10/78

V-C.

Evaluat .:

II-D.

Interperadnal Problems in the Classroom

Trial ed. printed'2/77

V-E.

Mastering the Human Relations Skills

Trial ed. printed 2/78

V-F.

Transactional Analysis in the Classroom

Rev. ed. printed. 5/78

V -G.

UsingsCise Studies to Understand Students

Trial ed. printed 11/76

Intellectual and Conceptual Development

Trial ed. printed 10/76

V -H.

,

revisions Linder way
V-J.

Teaching Science As Inquiry

Trial ed. printed 11/76
revisions under way

V-K.

Classroom Group Interactions and Behavior

Under way

Curriculum Resources and Teaching Strategies (75:152)
VI-A.

Teaching the Life Sciences

Proposed

VI-B.

Teaching' the Physical Sciences

Proposed

VI-C.:

Selecting Program Goals and Materials:
Minimodules'
Content, Themes, and Objectives in Hi
1.
SchoOl'Science
Sequencing Strategies
2.
.1. Evaluating and Selecting CurriculuM
Materials '
The Science ,Depaittent Gaol
4.

Trial ed. printed 11/78

.

.

.

a

.

Strategies for Science Teaching: Minimodules
Exploting(the Instructional Potential

VI-D.

Trial ed. printed 11/78

of CommonObjeCts
2.

3.

Brainstoraing Phehomena
Demonstrations in, Science Teaching,

VI-E.

EvaluatingStudentLearning and Attitudes

VI-F.

Teaching Laboratory Science

Trial ed. printed'8/77
ed. printed 11/76
revisions. under way

DeVelopin

Laboratory Science Skills

.LabotatOr

Safety and Teacher Liability

..

DevelOpingAUdiovisual and Machine 'Skills

Trial' ed. printed

Trial ed..printe
Under

'J

.

Developing Large Group Teaching Skills.

Underl way

Examining Alternative Futures.

Proposed

Using Model's and Analogies in.ScienA
TeaChin$: Minimodules

Under way

1.

Mois.in an Educational PerspectiVa1

2.

Are Models Real?

3.
4.

4

5.
6i

del
Inyestigating.MAteria
AnalYeifvof an Analogy'
The.Classroom'as a Biological Cell
The Basic Molecular. Model Systems. Used in
Science Taafting.
.

76
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Curriculum Workshop and Design (7S:190)
VII-A.

Designing and 'Evaluating Curricula

VII-B.

Preparing,a Model Learning Unit

.

Proposed
Proposed'

a

-Intern Teaching (75:191/192)

Initiating:BuOcessfulBtudent Teaching

Trial ed. printed 10/78

Growth in the Process of Teaching

Trial ed. printed 10/78

V///-C.

Student Teaching and Beyond

Under way

VIM-a,

Humanizing the

V///7E.

Resolving Games Students Play.

Proposed.

Getting A Teaching Job

TriaZ ed. printed .3/77

YI//70...

Evaluating Teaching Success

Under way

1/7//7H.

Growing Professionally in Education

Trial ed. printed 2/77

SCiennlassroom

Trial ed. printed 9/77

04-

Science in Historical and Philosophical Perspective
-A

Teaching the Nature of Science

IX-A.
IX-B.

:

Teiching.Science:

an Historical Approach

Trial ed. printed 4/78

Proposed

Bridging the Gaps Between Science and Society Proposed

Ineervice Education
X-A.

Stimulating Student Learning Outside. the
ClassrooM

Proposed

Facilitating:School-Community Relationships

Trial ed. printed .5/77'

Curriculum. Development Workshop

Under way

Course OverView Booklets
IntrOuctory UPSTEP Seminar Overview.

Proposed

1170.

SeMentary Teaching Practicum Overview

Trial ed. printed 12/76

111-0.

Introduction' to Secondary &lunation Overview

hloposed

IV -0,

Educational Psychology Overview

Proposed

140..

Personilized Teaching and Learn#ing Overview'

Proposed

VI-O.

CurriculUm Resources and Teaching Strategies
Overview

Proposed

CurricOlum Workshop and Design Overview

PropOsed.

:Intern Teaching Overview

Proposed

114-0.'

11.4.

''Science in Historical and'PhiloSophicaiPerspective Overview
'Insetvice Education .Overview

Proposed.

Proposed

64

'UPSTEP 'Handbooks

Elementary Teaching Practicum (7S:091)
'Handbookr.fot the Pre-Education Practicum
Student

Handbook for the Pre-Education Practicum.
Cooperating' Teacher

11-T.

Printed 9/77
,

Print;449/77

natized Teaching and Learning (7S:151)

T.

Handbook for the Personalized Teaching
Practicum Student

Proposed

Handbook for the Personalized Teaching
.practicumCoopetating Teacher.

:Under way

Intern.Teaching (7S:191/192)
VIII-S.

1/217-U:

Handbook for Student Teaching

Printed 8/77

Handbook for the Cooperating Teacher

Printed 8/77

Handbook for the University Supervisor

Under way

Other UPSTPublications
0-A.

OB.

:-The Iowd7UPSTEP.Model for Science Teachei
Education

Overview and,POliCiee for:IOwa-uPSTEp Module

Tevelapmentand Evaluation
0 -C.

0-D.

Printed 1/75
.

P1iinted 7/77
-

Current Description:and Partial Ev#0ation of Printed 4/77
:Iowa -UPSTEP (PeniCk, Lunetta, Kyle;Bonstettet)
The IO4A-UBSTEP-PrograM in International
,Perspective (PinChia Tamir)

Printed 3/75;

Baseline Data.Concetning:ScienCeTeacher
EduCation programs at, the Unlversity.of
Iowa, 1.*-1973 (R. Yager)

Printed 1973

Iowa-UPSTEP Program Development from 1979-

Printed 1975

.

through 1975 '(R. Yager)

.

4

APPENDIX C
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EVALUATIONS OF FIRST YEAR TEACHERS BY THEIR EMPLOYERS.,-

The following are'f011oW-Up repottS of the progress of recent Iowa graduates
currently:teaching. They were written by school officialsprincipals,'department
chaitmeni nnd'adminiatratiVO assistants.. They Cffer.a.glimpse of hOW a,echool administtatot:perceives first year teaCherannd'what they view. to, be important criteria of .success= -read them and profit.

-

1968 -1975 Graduates

We have found Mr. A to'be every bit as capable as we thought:
that he might beat the time that we hired him. Very concerned
about his responsibilities to the youngster and .the Science
is:somewhat reserved, has
program that:he is involVed in.

ood professional attitudeand dedicated to improving the,otal, teaching environment.

.He is. doing. fine'and we are quite

pleased with hirit:

B is doing. a verY fine job here nstiNiN high SchOol. He has
developed excellent rapport' with .the students and staff and
I see him developing into. a very excellent teacher.

He has improved considerably., but
C is doing an average. job
still has a ways to go in tegard to:student control. He is
pleasant, however, and has a fine attitude.

\

came :to. out school system about --one year ago now--hg.

came into a difficult situation and had:done an excellent job.
He:is interested in young.people,11.as gOOd;,,rapport with them,
timni'and in genetal takes, steps to
is willing t!;give of
beeffective with Junior High students. He sponsOts and helped
organize two new clubs this -year. We feel Mr. D. is an asset
to our fachlty,

E is doinva fine job-with experience he will be.a top,
nOtch,teacher.
e class of physics,"
one:Clans ofcheiistry,andjs. assistant basketball coach. His
echedule isnOmewbat'overloade&nnd this has reduced his overall
his schedule will have to be reduced.
nifectiVenens, Next
His xelationShipWith stUdents.inexcellent and hehas'a good
professional attitude. I would rate him above: average inAlis
firstVear Of4eaching.'
Mr. F..js..teaChing two classes -of
.

.

67

'

'

Mr. G has been'teaching High School Physics and Chemistry in
the gm Community High School Since the beginning of the school
termin 1972. He is very well prepared and certainly does under-stand these two teaching fields. He approaches classroom assign
ments with a positive assurance that he knows what he is teaching.
His introductions to lessoni are very well done.' .I have been
informed that he makes'excellent use of audio visual materials.
He is most cooperative with the other teachers at the high school
level' and with the administration. He'.is concerned about
students and tries to do all he can to motivate them and to meet'
their needs.
We have found Mr. G to be very enthusiastic about teaching, very'
dependable, and I rate him as excellent`.
has been a fine first -year teacher.,He has replaced .a
teacher who retired after30 years of teaching. Mr. H has
lbeen.welLaCcepted by the faculty and students andhas become °kW
totally involved in EP, Community High School. We are pleased.
to have him as a faculty member 'and; feel that.each year
he-will-continue: o contribute towards a.better science depart7
pent.
.

'

Mr. ti.s:currently teaching Chemistry:and Physics at NC High
School,. :Mr Lis very conscientious, spends &good deal of

timejn classroOmAAaration,and Wettiving to master the
ether. However, he is in need 'of
overall needs Of 4 classro
recOon in instructional learning_.
impiovemant in.motivatio
s, and needs to Strengthen.hia
activities, rapport With
Broom..
'voice prepentation,in the c
I have peisonallY visited Mi. I's classes On two different
occasions and feel that with additional experience he will
.

become ,a prodUctive classroom. teacher.
.

.

Mr. J la-progresting very well for a fitdt year teacher. As
with mostbeginning teachers he heSitates to take a 'firm
enough IpbsitionAm.discipiine, HoWever, his attitude is excellent
towardSeeking and accepting-suggeations for improving. his teaching.
1e;i8 doitigan exCellent-job of. working with the boys, as wrestUng,
coach.

Mr. K is an excellent teacher with good student relationship.
K has served here-for five months, so it is a littler difficult
to ascertain success in teaching each pupil the entire course.
'Mr. K is friendly, coOperative, and is an asset to(the community.

1976 Graduates'

I

An aPpraisal:of teacheraervice/COmpleted in lay of 1977,:bythe
adminifitrative staff at NWHS indicated that Mr : Sqvperfomance
was generally satisfactory.

.

.1.1r..1S has improVed
COMments from that evaluation include::' " ,
eince. his January!.appraisAl but is still short of being satisfactory'in several categories:" The "Categories". considered- "short
Knowledge Hof SubjeCt,Nattcr, teaching Tedh.ofsatisfactory!' were
re, and. Appearance.
niques4 Classroom Organization, Classroom Atlic

D is a dedicated young. man. Works well with.
excellent ibilUy. He has given of hiA time
I am happy to have-him on the H stiff.

-;and

st lOnerou'

Mr. S appeared to lack.those skills necessary to be a successful
teicherin ourschool. His attitUde,_both prOfessionaily and
aa A person was excellent although still
an:an,instructor, he has shown growth this year...-:Highigh
of cooperation seems to indicate that he Will,,continueto improve
his expertise in teaChing. at is indeed unfortunate that an fndividUal could'progress through hiSsOvanCe. education courses and
student teaching and not gain those skills necessary to be.s
teacher: His knowledge of course :work.is adequate.

spirit

lits.11 te4cheaandividualized 'science: :I have been extremelypleased
She is-competent and
-withhet effortei as'a fiist year teacher.
--

knowledgeable .in her subjectarea. Shealso-la.creetive and shoWs
a tremendous willingness, to commit the .necessary time and effort
toeXpand and improve our indiyidualized progtam. She has'adopted
experimental; science program called:/SIS.and is iMpleMenting
the4rogram thiSSemester.
trongest assets -is her empathy with the low-SchieVer.

outthoSe kids and they know ft
,.-

B;ladoing a fine job as a first year teacher: ..He,18'psrticularly:

sttOngteaChing and working'witklow-ability students:.He has
tte:abilityto use terms that make undekatanding science:Much.
easier for the$:- He alad.recognizes.:that there:ate limitations
on'the kind and:CompleXity::of the concepts taught to these
StUdents,

.

,

.

.

,

.

13'a Weakneaa.WouId seem to bethat he is somewhat of an. individua
:ist and consequently' is criticizedsoietiMesjihjustly, for his
.

,

.,"!Cotteeimage.

Kra.-4'hasproVeclherself to be a very proficient teScher':WA4re
happy.With-her:prOgreas and performSnce here in S,SchooE
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HeIacksTersonal.:cOnfit'.%
M is, well prepared and qualified
.1#
''
Onc:periniS
.dende which is
sometimes
sensed
by
Stip:kits
...
-;.

His qtrongeWfield is Chemistry in whichAletS4ore thai140q4a01Y

....prepared . AislackOf,cOnfidnce.-come'from within himself 4,'-.r: .not. from hid lack of knowledge.
,.
InAkysics he is less well prepared aa'therefore more404rtSin
becgUse of thkg.,
irs.

v

.

,.

,f

.,

-t,,,.

.,

He works wAltwith the students and is most
-ek

generolZIting

tima,.....,

',

'4-:

.

-..:- 7,::,-;

,..

.,,,,,

He is gaining confidence as he gains,,experience4 h0.4eyergiS intensiyeness is lessening, also. We will offer hIM:OpntrO.W:
next yeari,,:

heed-one. d:finenti;as a firs
L halie

seen.signsdfgrettenthusiasm.and

we'll with

emplOyment.T.

*

r .

:

'

.

;G has :been 44,1nyed,.in-the:earea scffo&1
'.

46604*

....:04r,

bIlh

f970,,Yae.,,4 high 'school physics and -niatemttiCS",teA_
t
i
fi''
contact
X' hate notrAyni- a 'great deal of :dliec 't .con,
g -OE nci
from hiS' stiPivispt; '.including tlie7bU
-,a.
'4'.
y :ifine_..,j4
dRiogc
Yery .strOng: Ite iiiipears to be
4
4

IliS' initial

.

floee'rePpres

.

.."

.

,

lability

yOUngsters.. t will certainly 'recOmtendOlU

.

,

Y.,,e4r...:'

.... '.:

ri00

been

Ing 'this;

41-.
.,.

1573 Preauati.
ssignMent:

is

,
an e)teelleneaddition': GIOI.s4ncef'Staff. Her
seventh; 'grade WS. science .,end*i-period of ninth

grade, life ecienCe;.,

:Mrs..r-has speni:4 great deal ffextra time preparing\for her
appaqnt in the steadycleyeloOment of
1s
her!good:suboe404th4Aipilwati.a :very little in.the way ofdis' 'ciplineprobleme-Sheis aefii-Oly,litudent oriented end'has
gotten to know her stUdentees people, in great depth.'

this

Fr:hes made

impro4MentsfjOieteaChinfuring the course of the

yeari.S.Tie4Sain,,,strengtha!denter around dependability, knowledge

of subject matter :407Interest Itrthe
weaknesses include inability to communicate with students-so as
td.Aese:benefit:the educational process: '71e.elso has trouble 1-9w'
erlan'instructi*tOthe.learning level Of,theistudents
-

,Excelleht teacherdoing a fine JAI:
Captain M haS'done a very Satisfattdrygradeof.Work at the Missoqi

MillOry-4.44my thug far in 197778-a6:mathematicS ,instructor,
coach, und:dorMitOry OSident: We feel he has a very great future
.

.1"

at our

.

.

,

Doing quite well f'or a. first year teacher. Very enthusiastic toward.good !iippcirt4itkstudents.. 1.aarningjesdOn plan, pre her work
paration rathetsiowly but "coming around". Needs to improve in
discipliattryjield- -Needs to learn to teacher 50 minutes in a 50
good;
minute crisaperiod. Personal dress, giOoting:,. etc, very
.

-

She
This,isM's first yea'r on the staff of AC-Eleientary school.
6Cienceearth
and
life
sCiences.
is teaching.7th and 8th, grade
I have been very impressed with Ws teaching ability and, more
expecially, 'with 'her character and .her rapport idth.junior.high
students. I feelshe:is verY..well qualified, knows her, materials.
thoroughly:andby Wising Varied techniques, makes heijciasses
In the aigatoo# disc
'teresting and profitable for the students.
At
no time7wag
pline M has shOwn continuing improvement.
teachers,
she has had to
tipline poor, hut,..like:Tiost first year
She has,'
and
freedoin.
learn to achieve abalance.of.strUcture
neededi**
otk%.with-..-askingjor
help
when
it's
been very easy-4o
dePendent
on,anyone
else:
cepting suggestions but.'not becoming
and-stUdents
is,-I
feeI,'her
Her rapport with other teachers
his
She really, likes and respects the students.
greatest asset:
has, in turn; earned theittruil and :respect.' She is an asset

tbthe otaff-generous and'pbsitive:

We:are privileged tphave

14,oriour staff.

had good laporatOryexercises,.thus,iltaking biOlP
forhissstudents. 'Students responded' well to J1.s
.educate them. Class was alwaYs:under.control and yet
phere open.

intestitPg

J was activejnMany of the extra curripulairtgraMe.

appeared to haVe a
ted:in our edcdesful annualspring'music41.
school
fOrAnudentahoth
duringsacydol:and.after
genuine concern
hours.

-

I believe that:J is a better than average teacher with very good'
student rapport. :J will continue to itprove and should be quite
4r
successful in,education.:
'

C'is doing-an outstanding ,j05 is a.Biology and ChemistrY teacher

in the I-35 high sch01.
She kiirili-her materials well and has a way of putting. it itoross to

thaitudente. She willinglyJaccepts and conscientiously performs
She demaqde-a great deal frOm
the extra Outies assigned to her
she is clang.
her :students: We are well pleased with the job
.

-mr. -P is doing an exemplary job of teaching 7th and 8th grade.
Scidnee., Hei,IsAutetp. thorough,'and very conscientious. He
is:nisoYVery creitive in ;the cliesrodm situation;, and searches
foi',PTAiniitto make the:clads pleasant for the etudents. He is al.

ways well-grooted and is ,a' fine example to our` students. Mr: P
relatei Well botkto facultyand students, and is highly rest4cted..
A
by both.
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